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1. Summary of Research

This report covers the duration of ONR Contract with MIT,

number N00014-76-C-0447, Task: NR 395-504 which extended from

I July 1975 through 15 November 1979.

Several topics are sumnarized in the areas of excimer ground

state kinetics, coherent .lse evolution in a CO2 amplifier,

photopreionization and operation of a multi-atmosphere TEA laser,

relaxation of He2 excimers and highly stripped atoms.

XeF ground state kinetics is the subject of section 2 as

well as the three published articles in Appendix C and the thesis

abstract of Stephen Fulghum (Appendix E-2). Very significant

pioneering progress was made in this area demonstrating the

nature and measuring the parameters of dissociation of the ground

state.

The coherent reshaping of short duration (2-5 nsec) CO 2 laser

pulses in a low-pressure (/v5 torr), longitudinal discharge CO2

amplifier is studied experimentally in the linear regime for a

variable number of gain lengths (orL $ 7 ) Single pulses

grow considerably in duration as well as amplitude in agreement

with theoretical considerations. Analysis of the observed pulse

evolution is used to obtain the transverse relaxation parameter

T 2. Zero-degree pulses I E ( E )z,t ) -t03 are observed to

terminate much of the long tail which occurs in single-pulse ampli-

fication. Off-resonant amplification of short-duration pulses

is shown to lead to dramatic changes in the zero-degree pulse

evolution. Numerical calculations relating to pulse amplification

in the nonlinear regime for high-pressure CO2 amplifiers are also

presented.

11
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This material is covered in more detail in Appendices A

and E-6.
0

Photopreionization of the 3371-A pulsed N2 laser by use of

a seed gas of low ionization threshold and flashlamp excitation

is observed to result in increased laser output and reproducibi-

lity. Preionization also increases the range of permissible

operating pressures, enabling operation with atmospheric-pressure

mixtures of N2 and He without reduced intensity.

A sealed multiatmospheric CO2 TEA laser is reported in which

recombination of principle discharge products CO and 02 is in-

duced by recirculating the laser gas mixture through a room-

temperature oxide catalyst bed. No special gas mixtures are re-

quired and the catalyst is compatible with at least some trialky-

lamine seed gases.

Additional material in included as Sections 3 and 4 and

Appendices D and E-3.

Doppler-Free Spectroscopy of the Helium Excimer Molecule

The e3'7r state of the molecular He2 excimer was studied.
i2

Previous work clarified and established the kinetics and radiative

lifetime of this state. It is thus possible to resolve the fine

structure of the 03 state. These fine structure splittings

have not been seen in conventional spectroscopy because they

are less than the doppler width of He2  which is about 3 GHz.

By means of optical-optical double resonance with copropagating

beams, doppler-free fluorescence signals can be obtained. A

nitrogen laser pumped pulsed dye laser was made to have an output

in two narrow frequency regions. When a fine structure splitting

K -T
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of the He2 molecular C."I state has an energy equal to the

difference in energy of the two frequencies from the dye laser,

an enhanced fluorescence signal was observed. It was then pos-

sible to change the magnitude of the difference frequency of the

dye laser by scanning the passive or active Fabry-Perrot etalon

and obtain the fine structure spectrum of the molecule.

Alternatively, we could hold the difference frequency of the dye

laser at a suitable value, and tune the fine structure of the He2

by applying a changing magnetic field to the helium cell.

Additional discussion may be found in Appendices A and E-1.

Experimental study of charge transfer between highly stripped

ions of carbon and noble-gas atoms was conducted. one-and two-

+3 +4 +5electron transfer to C ,C and C was observed. The ions

were obtained from plasma generated by a pulsed high-power CO 2

laser. This work is covered in considerable detail in Appendices

A and E-4.
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2. XeF Ground State Kinetics

Final Report

This reoort is an overview of the research done at MIT on

the kinetic processes in the XeF ground electronic state.

Specific results and conclusions can he found in the three

papers in the annendix.

The primary goal of this effort has been the direct

measurement of vibrational enuilibration rates and direct

dissociation rates in the XeF ground state vibrational

manifold. Knowledge of these rates is essential to a full

understanding of XeF laser processes, particularly in

predictinq maximum efficiencies and other laser behavior at

* pulse lengths greater than about Ifnn nanoseconds. It is at

these longer nulse lengths that nootilation can build up in the

vibrational levels of the grotjnd state and cause effects such

as the shift of laser outntit from one transition w.avelength to

'4 another.

Previouc estimates of the XeF ground -tate kinetic rates

relieH nrimarily on indirect information. The entire 7rotind

state vibrational manifold -as treated ns a sinle level and aF ______

____.
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"lifetime" for this level !jas chosen to exnlain observed

efficiencies. Such techniques are susceotihle to considerable

error since many factors (some tndoubtedly unrecognized) are

involved in absolute efficiency measurements. Our experiments

were the first to measure kinetic rates directly, both in XeF

produced by a laser discharge and in XeF produced by

photodissociation (which eliminates many uncertainties

connected with the discharge).

Another very important part of this wor has been the

develonment of a multilevel model of the ground state

vibrational manifold. It provides a means of describini

important laser behavior such as the competition hetvween

transitions terminating on different vibrational levels of the

ground state. The -levelonment of this model involved choosing

theoretical descrintions of the kinetic Processes that used

parameters which could be determined directly from the

experimental data. Thus the multilevel model is well based in

both theory and experiment. It also provides a means by which

the results of many different exoeriments can he compared such

,o as showing how the "lifetime" of a single level model actually

relates to the kinetic nrocesses in the real vibrational

manifold.

A fruitful line of continuation on this Project would be

the direct determination of the effects of temoerature on

these orocesses. We have used the theoretical models to

extrapolate our room temnerature meastirements to 4LS0K in

-.
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order to model the observed increases in laser efficiency at

these temperatures (see paper 3). The importance of

understanding this increased efficiency justifies reoeating

our type of measurement at higher temneratures. Another

possibility (which would take advantage of equipment already

constructed) is a search for lasing in the 5n micrometer

region which probably occurs due to transient oopulation

inversions in the vibrational levels of the ground state.

Such processes could act as relaxation mechanisms in actual

XeF lasers. The information could also provide more exact

measurements of spectroscooic parameters in the ground state.

Publications

Two papers have been nuhlished describing this work. The

final paper is scheduled for publication in August lqpn in the

Journal of Quantum Electronicss. All three are enclosed. In

addition, four presentations have been mpde at conferences

during the course of these experiments.

S.F Fulghum, I.P. Herman, .S. Feld and A. Javan

"XeF Ground State Dynamics" paner DA-2, 31st Annual

Gaseous Electronics Conference, Buffalo, NY, '7 Oct 7F

-*
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S.F. Fulghum, I.P. Herman, M.S. Feld and A. Javan

"XeF Ground State Dynamics in a Laser Discharge"

paper TuA7, OSA Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA,

31 Oct 78

S.F. Fulghum, M.S. Feld and A. Javan

"A Multilevel model of XeF Ground State Kinetics"

and

"A Model of XeF Laser Oscillation with a

Vultilevel Ground State"

both papers presented at the 32nd Annual Gaseous

Electronics Conference, Pittsburgh, PA, 9-12 Oct 79
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3. Multifrequency CO2 Laser

Using a multiline laser, work has continued on the experi-

ment to excite high vibrational levels in a molecule. The mole-

cule first chosen for investigation is D2 0, whose vibration ,

(bending mode) has frequencies resonant with the 9 pm band of

the CO 2 laser. To study the energy redistribution, a step-by-step

study was made to determine which vibrational energy differences

are resonant with the CO 2 frequencies. Since the D2 0 was studied

at a pressure greater than 10 Torr, the rotational levels were

assumed to be completely thermalized; therefore, it was not nec-

essary to be on resonance with only common rotational levels.

A low-power cw CO 2 laser was used as a probe to find the resonant

transitions of each'succeeding vibrationhTldvdl'. Ohce the re-

quired frequencies are known, the multifrequency laser will be

set to these frequencies and used to force high vibrational heat-

ing of the D 20 molecule. This will confirm CO2 laser-D 20 transi-

Ation coincidences and also the various corresponding molecular

relaxation rates. For the correct multifrequency pulse width and

energy, substantial amounts of D2 should be dissociated into OD

and D. The amount of OD produced will be measured by the use of

CO as a scavenger, producing CO2 . The CO2 will be measured by

standard spectroscopic techniques.

- - "
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4. High Pressure Gas Lasers Emphasing Tunability

Several significant steps in development of continuously-

tunable pulsed CO2 lasers have been taken. This device requires

a pressure of 10-15 atm in the CO2 laser discharge to pressure-

broaden the lines sufficiently that they overlap. The desired

operating wave length is then selected by a tunable optical cavity

containing a diffraction grating as the frequency-selective ele-

ment.

A laser designed for pressures up to 15 atm was operated

reliably up to seven atmospheres at repetition rates of 5-10 Hz

early in the program. At this time the limit on operating pres-

sure was due to the.available voltage of the pulse generator.

A new 75 KV spark-gap type pulse generator was built, permitting

operation at the design pressure. The laser amplifying medium

is established between two 25 cm. long Rogowski-profile electrodes

separated by 0.6 cm with a discharge width of about 1 cm, giving

3an active volume of 15 cm. The system was designed so that it

could be easily modified to incorporate transverse gas circula-

tion and cooling for higher repetition rates. Preionization

ener-gy was provided by two segmented transmission lines parallel

to the sustainer electrodes and displaced 3.5 cm from the center

of the discharge region. Each segmented line produces 26 arcs

spaced about 1 cm apart along its length. The containment vessel

is clear lucite reinforced with aluminum top and bottom plates.

Beam entry and exit is via internal 6 mm-thick Brewster-angle

NaCl windows. Each preionization "sparkrod" is driven by a

I., -- ,
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360 pFBa~O 3capacitor charged to 10 KVDC (180 mJ) at the

end of a 1 meter length of RG-58/U 50n coaxial transmission

line. The two capacitors are switched simultaneously by a

single hydrogen thyratron.

A grating with 150 grooves/mm gave a continuous frequency

scan from P(22) of the 10.6 u band to P(24) of the same band

with no noticeable frequency pulling at a pressure as low as

10 atmospheres in the laser.

A heated absorption cell was assembled and a frequency

scan of the P(24) line of the 10.6U band was made for various

pressures of pure CO 2 1 yielding an estimate of about 4 GHz for

the laser full width. A larger grating with beam expanding

telescope was also used with the high pressure discharge and

experiments were undertaken to measure the narrowing of the

laser linewidth caused by the ten-fold expansion of the usable

grating area associated with the telescope.

The high voltage pulsing system was then modified to re-

ducd the electrical noise pickup on the laser pulse detection

electronics. Design and construction was also started on a

transverse-flow cooling coil recirculating system, which allows

* increased pulse repetition rates. Recent efforts on the high-

*pressure CO 2 laser have been directed towards making it a more

reliable and convenient spectroscopic research tool. The of ten-

* troublesome high-voltage pulse generator was ultimately replaced

by an entirely new pulse of unique design and an electronically

adjustable grating mount was added for precisely controllable
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frequency scanning. Several other minor improvements have also

been made. The one significant problem that remains unsolved is

the eventual power damage to one of the ZnSe lenses in the beam-

expanding telescope.

The laser can be operated anywhere in the 1-17 atmosphere

range. It has an output linewidth on the order of 0.05cm
-1

(1500 MHz), an output energy of up to 100 mJ, and a pulse repeti-

tion rate of 1-2 Hz.

This laser is primarily a spectroscopic tool although some

short-pulse generation experiments have been done. Currently

experiments are being conducted involving absorption in methyl

halides (CH3CI, CH 3,Br, etc.) in the 10 V region. In addition

attempts are being made to resolve absorption lines of the two

35 37isotopic species of methyl chloride, CH 3Cl and CH3C3.

.4
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APPENDIX A

Coherent Optical Pulse Evolution in a CO 2 Amplifier

(Optics Communications, 17, 32 (1976) and Relaxation

Studies of He2 Excimers using Dye Laser Techniques
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COHERENT OPTICAL PULSE EVOLUTION IN A CO2 AMPLIFIER

S.M. HAMADANI, N.A. KURNIT* and A. JAVAN
Ilassachusetts Institute of Technolorv.
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139, USA

Received 4 December 1975

The coherent reshaping of short duration 1 :-5 nsec) CO2 laser pulses in a low-pressure ( 5 torr), longitudinal dis-
charge CO2 amplifier is experimentally studied in the linear rcgime for a variable number of gain lengths (aL < 7). Single
pulses grow considerably in duration as well as amplitude in agreement with theoretical considerations. AnalysL ," the
observed pulse evolution is used to obtain the transverse relaxation parameter T2. Zero-degree pulses [f:_ E(:. 0 dt = 01
are observed to terminate much of the long tail which occurs in single-pulse amplification. Off-resonant amplification of
short-duration pulses is shown to lead to dramatic changes in the zero-degree pulse evolution. Numerical calculations re-
lating to pulse amplification in the nonlinear regime for high-pressure CO, amplifiers are also presented.

1. Introduction tion pulses is also studied by tuning the laser to oscil-
late in the wing of the gain profile, leading to dramatic

In previous work [1-3] we have examined the changes in zero-degree pulse evolution due to the re-
evolution of short-duration optical pulses in an ab- sultant frequency chirp [6].
sorbing medium. In particular, a 180 ° phase reversal
introduced in an optical pulse so as to form a zero-
degree [41 pulse was ouserved to result in amplifica- 2. Linear astaly sis
tion of the phase-reversed portion of the pulse for

4 times comparable to the transverse relaxation time. The shape and duration of the output pulse from
In this letter we extend these observations to the case a high-gain laser amplifier is dependent on a number
of an amplifying medium and demonstrate that the of factors such as the gain medium's saturation be-
long tail which results from amplification of a short- havior, bandwidth and dispersion, in addition to the
duration pulse can be terminated by application of input pulse shape and intensity. In the low-intensity
a suitable phase-reversed pulse. While these observa- linear regime, Fourier techniques can be applied to
tions are made in the linear intensity regime, similar describe the pulse evolution [7]. In this regime the
considerations are shown to apply in the nonlinear field produced at a depth z in an amplifier with gain

* regime as well. The use of 2-5 nsec input pulses to coefficient a by a 6-function input of small area [8]
i a low-pressure CO2 amplifier allows observation of 00 4 1 is given by [7,91

effects which would be important in the amplifica-
tion of subnanosecond pulses in high-pressure am- AE(z. t) (
plifiers". Off-resonant amplification of short-dura. 0 6(q)

" Present address: Los Alamos Scientifc L+boratory, Uni- + O 2 e-q 1 [(2=aq)I 12 )

versity of California. Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544,
USA. 1)
The tailoring of input pulses to generate short duration
high power laser pulses of desired shape has been djs- where 11 is a modif ied Bessel function, q = (t-rzzc)IT,
cussed by Goldstein and Hopf IS 1. is the retarded time normalized to the transverse re-

32
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laxation tune T, *, and U(q) is the unit step function. much as azT, rather than just T, . In the case of
Eq. (1) is derived for a rectangular input pulse of strongly saturating pulses, the pulse narrows due to

of amplitude E 0 and duration r, in the limit -. 0 the gain reduction in the tail [ I I, but rapid popula-
with tion equilibrium can still lead to a long tail [12].

Input pulses of longer duration undergo a similar
a tevolution, but there is now a growth of the pulse

0  dt/aE(O, )iYl , EO,,)t amplitude during the input pulse. In the linear re-
gime, analytic solutions for rectangular pulses of ar-

held constant. The response to experimental input bitrary duration as well as certain other shapes can
pulses of width r ,4 T, is well approximated by eq. be written as a sum of Bessel functions [71 . or num-
(1) until the condition 0(.-) -4 I is violated. Note that erical solutions can be generated for arbitrary input
eq. ( I ) describes a pulse given by the incident 6-func- pulse shapes from the impulse response of eq. ( 1).
tion followed by a "taid" which starts at an ampli-
tude j,'h o.,'2T2. For o. -4 1, the tail decays as
e-q. i.e., at fixed z as e- 'T: , which characterizes the 3. Single-pulse amplification
decay of the induced polarization for this thin slab
limit. For larger c.:, the exponential tail is further Experimental traces showing the amplification of
amplified by successive regions of the gain medium, small area (- ,r/ 500). 2-nsec CO input pulses in a
until for az > I , eq. (I) takes the characteristic form low-pressure CO, amplifier are given in fig. lb for
indicated in the upper trace of fig. Ia. For large az, two vtlue of aL. The amplifying medium of length
the pulse grows to a peak value L = 3.4 m consists of two 2.5-cm diameter, 1.7-m

0 , _,oL ( long, longitudinal discharge tubes operated at a pres-
aEt (80I T 1,roe) ,r exp ( .), (2) sure of- 5 torr( 1:1:2 CO,-N,-He). The oscillator
at a time and amplifier tubes are repetitively pulsed * for higher

gain. The laser produces - 10 W, 200pasec pulses at
P - 3)T,- (3) a 100 Hz rate. A portion of this radiation is switched

and decays to I le of this peak in a time -(2oz) 1 2 T. into the perpendicular polarization by a GaAs elec-
These results hold when the argument of 11 is suffi- trooptic switch and Ge analyzer [ I I and sent to the
ciently large that I1 (x) can be approximated by amplifier. The output pulses are detected with a high
ex (.' rx)I-. speed Cu:Ge detector through a 107 attenuator to

In this linear intensity regime, the amplification prevent oscillation of the high gain amplifier due to
of a short duration pulse through a large number of feedback from the detector.
gain lengths is thus seen to lead to an output pulse In the linear regime both aL and T, can be unique-
whose duration (and hence phase memory of the in- ly determined from an accurate knowledge of the
put) is greater than =T 2 . The relative phase of suc-
cessive input pulses is thus important in determining * The effect of high gain on decreasing the influence of in-
the output pulse shape for pulses separated by as homogeneous (T72) dephasing on pulse evolution has been

discussed in connection with the superradiant decay of an
inverted system by Herman et al. (101. In their case, theThe simple form given in eq. I) results from approximating collisions responsible for r2 also resulted in depopulations

the inhomogeneous contribution to the lineshape as a 1o- of the inverted level since only one rotational level was ini-
rentzian so that I/T2 = 1/7*1 - i/r where Tr is the ho- tially excited. Thus pulses could not evolve over times long
mogeneous relaxation time. We have written a - 2 =ot2 compared to r 2. In the present case, the rotational relaxa-
4 JVp 2W 2 I/A rC in the notation of ref. [71. For a gaussian lion processes have the effect of restoring the initial inver-
inhomogeneous line o( lI/e half-width AwD, this expres- sion, so the high gain makes it possible for pulses to evolve
sion for the peak traIn coefficient a remains valid in the over times long compared to T2 as well as 71Z.
limits T 4 T42 or T2 < Tj provided one defines 2 7. 'Pulsing the discharge with a low duty factor prevents ex-
VIIAwD. For intermediate values, the effective T2 which cessive heating of the gas. A small chirp of - 10 kHz,'#sec,
gives the correct o must be obtained from T2 (T72a/tr) which is negligible on the time scale of these experiments,
X f. dx exp(-x1)i 2 + x2), where a I/,AwDTi. also results from pulsing the discharge.

33
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Fig. I. Theoretical plots and experimental pulse-shapes for short pulse amplification in the linear regime.

(a) Electric field [eq. ()l produced by an amplifier in response to a 6-function input pulse of area 9o as a function of normalized
retarded time for . - 1.4, 6 and 8.

(b) Multiple exposure photog:aph showing amplification of small area (tr,'500) 2-nsec CO: input pulse (lower trace) in low pres-
sure CO: amplifier for two values of oL obtained by changing the discharge voltage tlO-nsec/div).

(c) Intensity profiles generated from the impulse response of (a) for a pulse'of duration (fwhm) - = OAT and peak intensity 1o.

input and output pulse amplitudes and shapes (which through eq. (3), or, more accurately, by matching the
may require deconvolution of the detector response). experimental curves in fig. lb to curves like those in
The gain can be determined from the areas under the fig. Ic. Note that 7p is insensitive to the input pulse
square root of the observed intensity curves ( fig. I b) shape and duration 7 if < rp. We obtain T2 = 5.0 X
by means of the area theorem [8] , which in the lin- 0.5 nsec. This value is in agreement with that calcu-
ear regime can be written: lated (see footnote ' on p. 33) for T. = 9.4 nsec for

0(Z)=8 exp(la). (4) our gas mixture: if we assume T* = \",lawl) = 8.0
0 2 .nsec, corresponding to a temperature of 370 K. A

This expression has been shown [71 to hold in the further check on the self-consistency of these results
presence of both homogeneous and inhomogeneous as well as the assumption that the system remains
broadening when population changes are negligible, linear is obtained from the ratio of the peak output/
The ratio of the areas obtained from the square root input intensities, which depends on both oL and rIT2
of the intensities in fig. lb are aL = 6.8 ± 0.2 for the [cf. eq. (2) with 00 = pEor/hI] . The calculated inten-
upper trace, corresponding to a maximum gain coef- sities in fig. Ic with 7 = 0.4 T2 are in good agreement
ficient of 0.02 cm- 1 , and cL, = 5.2 ± 0.2 for the with the observed intensities of fig. lb after correc-
lower trace*. Fig. Ic shows the amplifier output for tion for the effect of the amplified background*.
these values of az as calculated from the impulse re-
sponse of eq. (1) for our experimental pulse shape.
The delay, 7.n, of the peak of the output beyond the

peak of the input pulse allows determination of T2  4. Zero-degree pulse amplification

.4There is a small amplified background field present result- Fig. 2a shows the modification of the amplified 2
ing from leakage through the electrooptic switch (the base- nsec pulse of fig. lb as an equal but out-of-phase
line is suppressed in fig. Ib. but shown in fig. 2a). This mod-
ifies the peak amplitude observed for the short pulse in
these experiments. The values of .aLL obtained from fig. l b t The collision-broadening coefficients used are those given by
have been corrected to take into account this difference. Abrams 1131 with a small correction for gas temperature.
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Fig. 2. Effect of pulse separation and initial frequency offset on amplification of 2 nsec zero-degree pulses.
(a) Oscilloscope traces showing modification of the amplified 2 nec pulse of fig. l b as an equal but out of phase pulse is added

with variable delay (solid curves). Baseline shift shows the amplification of background due to leakage through electrooptic
switch. Dashed curves show the evolution of initially off-resonant pulses.

(b) Electric fields E and intensities I calculated by subtracting the electric field produced by the second pulse from that due to the
first for two out-of-phase input pulses of length r = 0.4 T2 , with *L = 6.8 and delays of 1, 3 and S T2.

pulse is added with variable delay. A 1800 phase shift 5. Off-resonant pulse amplification
is electrooptically introduced between the two pulses
in the manner described in ref. [1]. Since the two in- Also shown in fig. 2a (dashed curve) is the evolu-
put pulses give approximately zero area, the area of tion of initially off-resonant pulses obtained by tun-
the output [eq. (4)] remains near zero. The second, ing the laser to oscillate in the wing of the gain pro.
smaller and broader output pulse in fig. 2a is out-of- file. In this case, the output chirps onto resonance
phase with the first so as to maintain zero area. For after the input is terminated [61. The 1800 phase
the lower curves in fig. 2a, this secondary lobe is evi. shift between the two pulses is not preserved and
dent as an undershoot due to interference with the there is no longer cancellation between the resultant
amplified background. In this linear regime, the re- fields. It should be noted that the output pulse has
sultant output pulse can be calculated as shown in nearly the same amplitude for the off-resonance case,
fig. 2b by subtracting the electric field produced by but the amplified background* (baseline shift in fig.
the second pulse from that due to the first. If the in- 2a), is significantly reduced. The use of off-resonant
put pulses are close together, destructive interference input pulses can thus be of importance for limiting
leads to a short first lobe and (for a zero-area input the amplification of background radiation as well as
pulse) a small, broad second lobe of equal area but for generating chirped pulses which may be useful
much smaller energy, in agreement with the lower for pulse compression.
curves of fig. 2a. Eqs two in-phase 2 nsec input pulses

.4 of equal area (not shown), the output pulse is in-
creased in amplitude but not appreciably in width, in
agreement with eqs. (3) and (4). Similar results have
also been observed with 5 nsec square pulses for
which r 2" T2 . * See footnote 'on previous page.
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Fig. 3. Numerical calculations for pulse evolution in the nonlinear rcgime for high pressure CO 2 amplifier. T, = 2T. = 0.2 nsec.
(a) Amplification of xi 10, 0.2 nsec input pulse.
(b) For aL , 10, the long tad in ia) is reduced by a second out-of-phase pulse of smaller area (r/2S), but for higher gain the sec-

ond pulse itself develops into the characteristic shape of (a).
(c) The tdil is completely suppressed by using as input three pulses of alternate phase and tailored shape.

6. Nonlinear regime rapid population equilibration, due in CO 2 to rota.

tional cross relaxation, prevents complete saturation
For efficient energy extraction from an amplify, and attendant pulse sharpening [141 unless multiine

ing medium, it is desirable to drive the medium into operation is used (15]. Typical calculations [12]

saturation, where this linear analysis is not applicable, show that high-power CO 2 pulses can be expected to
However, if one also wants an appreciable increase develop a characteristic intense spike followed by a

in energy per stage of amplification, the input pulse long tail which carries a significant fraction of the to-
will not generally be strongly saturating and the ini- tal energy. This behavior is illustrated in fig. 3a which

tial growth will be as described above. Furthermore, shows the amplification of a (,r/l 0) 0.2 nsec input
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The technique of laser-induced fluorescence using a pulsed

dye laser has been applied to study processes in ground and

excited triplet states of molecular helium. The technique is

simple and generally applicable. In the present work it was used

to study the formation and quenching of the ground triplet state He 2

(a 3+ u ) = He 2 and the relaxation processes of the He 2 (e3  g)

In the experiment, a pulsed helium gas discharge is used to

produce different excited species, some of which become He, which

is then quenched by different mechanisms. A nitrogen laser pumped
33+ e3 i

dye laser was used to excite the a u (v,N)e 11 g(V,& )  =4650A

vibronic transitions of Hezin the afterglow of the gas discharge. The

excitation was measured by monitoring the fluorescence emitted frcm

the e3fg level of He2. The detection system consisted of a filter

followed by a cooled photomultiplier. The signal to noise ratio was

further increased by using a gated integrator with an adjustable gate

aperture time.

It was found in this work that He m is produced mainly during the
2

first 400jsec of the afterglow from excited helium atoms. Also the

formation rate of He
m coincides with the destruction rate of He+

through transformation to He2+ and dielectronic recombination. This

• model also explains the variation of peak current during the glow with

peak population of He 2 . The rate of formation of He2 from He
+ was

found to be (2.2- 0.3) times the concentration of He+ .

$ .,
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Of course the formation of He 2m from He+ could involve many other

iltermediate steps. In the experimental conditions of this work,

other mechanisms that produce He2m are found to make very small

contributions to the forzation of He 2.

The main loss mechanism of He 2m is diffusion to the walls.

Another loss mechanism is electron quenching. The v=l state was

found to be auenched faster than v=0. The first one has a rate of

(9.00- 2.90) x 10- 9 cm3/sec. while the v=0 has a rate of (2.2- 0.70)
-9~ 3

x 10 cm /sec. The dependence of this quenching rate on the vibration-

al quantum number was seen here for the first time.

It was also found that the lifetime "e" of the e state is
given by [/ = [37.22- 8.5+ (4. 1.20) p 106 sec where "p is

the pressure in torr. It was also found that a collision of an excited

molecule with a helium atom could change the electronic state of the

molecule. This collision transfer allowed us to measure the radiative

lifetime of the e3'g' d3 f +u and 33 u states as being

27-6, 53-5, 27-6, and 40- 13 nsec, respectively. The collision trans-

fer rate from the e3rrgto the d3tui fu3 and f3uwas measured as being

+6 +6 +3 -1 1(6.70-1.39) xl0, (1.00± 0.23) 10 and (22.6±5.2)10 sec torr

respectively. The collision transfer rate from the e3 - to theg
f31+u- was found to be extremely fast and such that at pressures

above 3 torr the two levels were in thermal equilibrium. This rate
6 -i -i.

was determined as being over 30x0 sec torr

Ratios of Franck-Condon factors between the e3 Tg and a3 u states
g u

were measured as q0 0/q 0 l = 21±i and qll/q 1 2 = 9.84± 0.30.

p~
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Observation of one- and two-electron transfer from noble-
gas atom to highly stripped carbon ions

J. Goldhar,* R. Mariella, Jr.," and A. Javan

Department of Physics. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139
(Received 1 March 1976; in final form 26 April 1976)

Experimental study of charge transfer between highly stripped ions of carbon and noble-gas atoms was
conducted. One- and two-electron transfer to C

, C . and C
" 

was observed. The ions were obtained from

plasma generated by a pulsed high-power CO. laser.

PACS numbers: 34.00.-z, 92.30.Fi, 31.70.Fn, 52.50.Jm

2"' study of charge-changing collisions between low- hibit normal time of flights proportional to 1,'. Thus,

velocity (E,r,. 1- 2 keV) multiply ionized atoms and neu- for each laser pulse, the ion beam which enters the

tral atoms or molecules has been of value in under- charge-exchange cell consists of a sequence of pulses

standing the physics of curve crossings, 1 CTR, ' and each of which is composed of a single ion species.

recently interest has been shown in this area due to If a positive voltage V, is applied to the retarding

possible applications such as x-ray lasers. 3 Previous grid after the cell, the time of flight is lengthened over

experimentors have observed single-electron capture the normal time for a charge group's arrival at the

by multiply charged ions under single collision condi- dtion"; n te pesen wok te tchniue as eenex- detector. The effect of the retarding grid is diminished,
tions" i thbsereent ork testecnuehs beeand t- however, if the ion has undergone 3. single- or double-

tended to observe cross sections for one- and two- electron capture in the cell region, and thus each orig-

electron capture by C~. C "4 , and C " ions. The observa- inal charge group's arrival at the detector can be split
tion of a large (a > 5 X2) cross section for two-electron by charge exchange into the successive arrivals of two

capture for C4 implies a resonant process which is only or thre es ch undewe doubl-eleto
• or three pulses. Ions which under-went double-electron

possible when the product is in an excited electronic
- capture would be the first subgroup to arrive, followed

corfgurat n: . .a.by those w'hi~h u'nderwent single-electron capture, and
The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig 1. followed finally by unchanged ions at their fully re-

Typically, a I-J laser pulse of 10 nsec duration from torded ti alo of he etnt f d ullctro

a CO, laser system operating at 10. 6 4 is focused on a
capture versus cell pressure of He in Fig. 2 clearly

graphite target in rac-to, thus producing plasma which shows linear dependence, implying a single collision

is the source of multiply charged ions. Severai slits process. C"5 has no sizable two-electron capture cross
and apertures collimate the expanding plasma and thus section. The C"  which underwent single-electron

produce an ion-beam pulse. The electrostatic analyzer capture with Ar produced a C 4 and, since single-etec-

at the end of the first flight tube transmits only one capture cro dued a C and, s lage , a

veloitygrop fo eah inic hare Zaccodin totron capture cross section for C*4 with Ar is large, avelocity group for each ionic charge Z according to significant fraction I-25-) of these under'.vent a second
r x= vY. Because all of the ions are formed essentially collision-accounting for two peaks produced from C' s .

instantaneously on the time scale by which flight times
are measured, the various char'ged species would ex- The ion beam passing through the region after the

BaF 2 WINDOW-

CONTROLLED Z'I FIG. 1. Schematic of the apparatus

LEAK PUMP used for charge-transfer measurements.

5' DIFF PUMP

I

',3 v CC SCINTILLATOR

3 " V70(PILOT 8)
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TABLE I. One- and two-electron transfer cross sections in
8 units of 10"16 cm2 = 20, uncertainty.

He Ne Ar
%6 1 elec- 2 elec- 1 elec- 2 elec- I elec- 2 elec-

tron tron tron tron tron tron

4 .C* 14 0* 12 0& 10 10
3 C"4 1 5 4 23 56 16

2 C* 5 30 0a  70 0& 20 01

I 
1

See* text.
2 3X10,

torr He
presence of metastable C "4 ions in the beam, since our

FIG. 2. Yield of C*2 from C°4 versus helium pressure in the ion source was a higher-temperature plasma.
cell.

Table I shows the measured cross sections for single-
and double-electron capture collisions with He. Ne, and

gas cell is attenuated due to the finite divergence of the Ar. Although single-electron capture is expected, in

beam. This attenuation was determined at a number of general, to predominate over double-electron capture,
voltage settings on the retarding grid. Combining the a careful examination of the relevant energy levels ex-
measured attenuation values with the small variation in plains why this is not the case for C*4 collisions. For
detector efficiency for different charged species 9" it resonant charge exchange with ions in our velocity
was possible to calculate absolute cross sections for range, a final state (at infinite ion separation) must be
the electron capture collisions. For C 4 collisions with typically 10-20 eV (the "energy defect") below the ini-
Ar our single-electron capture cross section agrees tial state (at infirute separation) so that Coulomb repul-
with the previous measurement by Zwallv and Koop- sion between final-state ions causes the initial- and
man. 5 Our observation of somewhat larger one-electron final-state potential curves to cross at a reasonable
pioku. cros6 -ections from He and Ne could be due to (several A) internuclear separation. For single-elec-

Finol Sttes :ntfol Stes
Cs C .4 C .3 He-2 Ne"

2  
Ar*

2

-IO r - .:5 .

100_ - Ar -20 Ar"

-20L M.4 Ne- 32.34 e
!s 12 'S H -40 . Ne A,

- 4 C- (20 ' C"'
CV He'

12020 -60 C . Ne

-4 C f szD P eV - -H e

(is)
2 ' -

-70 ( Isls)'$?~ C.0

o50

eV p is), 1P -100

-60

-70t

-420
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I-440
-460 -

C 3

-390 0 C.
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FIG. 3. Energy levels of the initial and final states for (a) single-electron and 0b) double-electron transfer. [Taken from C. E.
Moore, Atopmc Energy Levels, Natl. Bur. Stand. Circ. No. 467 (U.S. GPO, Washington, D.C.. 1949)1.
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tron capture between C "4 and He there are no appro- in progress and work to determine the flnal states of
priate final states. For double-electron capture from products is underway.
He by C4 there is a number of excited states of C*2 as The authors gratefully acknowledge useful discussions
shown on Fig. 3(b) with appropriate energy defect. Asimiar itutio exits or ollsion bewee C4and with Abraham Sz6ke and Norman Kurnit and skillful
similar situation exists for collisions between C" and fabrication of the laser apparatus by the members of

I Ne. For collisions between C"4 and Ne or Ar appro- the Physics machine shop.

priate states exist in C " and C*2 to make single- or

double-electron capture possible. For C 4 + He, double-
electron capture would be endothermic. but single-
electron capture can and does occur. In the case of C"
collisions with Ar, single-electron capture can proceed *Hertz Foundation Fellow.

to the n=3 states of C"3
. and this is consistent with the 'Present address: Department of Chemistry, Harvard Univer-

observation of a large cross section for this process. sity, Cambridge, Mass. 02138.
To satisfy the energy-defect criterion for double-elec- ID.R. Bates, H.C. Johnson, and I. Steward, Proc. Phys.
iron capture from argon, either the C*2 produced can be Soc. London 84, 517 (1964).

iD.J. Rose and M. Clark, Jr., Plasmas and Controlledin a doubly excited state or C' and Ar "  can both be in Fso M .. Pes abigMs. 91,P 3
Fusion (M. I. T. Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1961), p. 33.

excited states, and either of these is consistent with 'For bibliography see R. A. McCorkle and J. M. Joyce,
the observed cross section As can be seen from Fig. Phys. Rev. A 10, 903 (1974).
3. two-electron capture by C*i is so exothermic that the 4J.B. Hasted and A.Y.J. Cheng, Proc. Phys. Soc. London
C "' would certainly be formed in a short-lived autoioniz- 80, 441 (1962).SH.J. Zwallv and D. W. Koopman, Phvs. Rev. A 2, 1851

ig state. Since our detection method cannot presently (1970); see also, H.J. Zwally and P.G. Cable, Phys. Rev.
distinguish C' 4 ions generated by this process from A 4, 2301 (1971).
those made by ordinary single-electron capture, this IJ. Goldhar, Ph.D. thesis rl. 1. T., Cambridge, Mass.,
process may contribute to the measured cross section 1976) (unpublished).
for single-electron capture by C*5. rH.J. Zwally, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 41, 1489 (1970).

3L.M. Kishinevskit and E. S. Perills, Soy. Phys. -JETP 28,
Theoretical calculations for these cross, sections are .1.020 (1969).
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APPENDIX C

Excimer

XeF ground-state dynamics in a laser discharge

Applied Physics Letters 33, 926 (1978).

XeF ground-state dissociation and vibrational

equilibration

Applied Physics Letters 35, 247 (1979).
.. .. . *. . . . . . ... - - . . .

A Multilevel Model of XeF ground State kinetics -

to be published.
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XeF ground-state dynamics in a laser discharge )

S. F. Fulghum, I. P. Herman,b) M. S. Feld, ar.; A. Javan

Department of Physics and Spectro copy Laboratory. Massachusers Insitute of Technology. Cambindge.
Masschusetcs 02139
(Rceived 7 July 1978; accepted for publication 25 September 1978)

The time evolution of gain and absorption in an XeF laser discharge is studied using a pulsed uv dye-laser
probe and timing system with * 7-nsec resolution. The dissociation rate of the lowest vibrational level of
the XcF ground state as a function of helium buffer pressure is found to have a slope of I x 10
sec- Torr

- 
(*15%).

PACS numbers: 42.55.Hq, 82.30.Lp

The fact that the XeF ground electronic state is bound to 0-5 at 3564 A. [The notation 4-1 indicates a vibronic
sets the XeF laser apart from theother rare-gas halide transition between the v' =4 vibrational level in the
lasers in that its gain profile is inhomogeneously excited (B) state and v" = 1 in the ground (X) state. ].The
broadened, in contrast to the homogeneous broadening spectral width of the dye-laser pulses is about 0.5 A,
of KrF and ArF.' Therefore, energy-exchange processes narrow enough to fit within a particular band profile but
among the vibrational levels of the XeF ground electronic broad enough to average over rotational structure.
state and the molecular dissociation rate are important Photographic absorption spectra taken with a broadband
factors in determining efficiency and energy extraction dye laser are used to position the dye laser within a
capabilities. This report studies the dissociation of XeF selected band. Band profile calculations with constants
in a laser discharge by means of a pulsed-dye-laser given by Tellinghuisen and the absorption curves of
probe technique with ±7-nsec time resolution. The Smith and Kobrinsky' are also used.
measurements are based on the fact that the time-de-

pendent absorption of certain XeF vibronic transitions ___...._.__..__...__...__..__..._

is a direct indicaton of tfie decay of population in the ......- -

XeF ground state.

The experiments use a tunable pulsed uv dye laser o

and timing system to probe the time evolution of gain/
absorption on selected vibronic transitions in XeF
formed in a laser discharge. The system consists of .3 3-0
two photopreionized transverse discharge chambers
with Blumlein-type excitation. These chambers are Iat
triggered independently with a relative delay which can
be continuously varied. One (with mirrors) is used as
a laser to pump a dye laser, whose output probes XeF
formed in the second chamber. With appropriate optics
and gas mxtures, this second chamber produces 25-mJ (bi
20-nsec XeF laser pulses.

The relative delay between the dye laser probe and the
XeF discharge is measured for each shot by a 100-MHz
digital clock to eliminate errors due to jitter in the
discharge timing. A fast photomultiplier with a uv filter
starts the clock on the rising edge of fluorescence
emitted from one end of the discharge. A separate , (c)

photomultiplier samples the probe beam to stop the
clock. The relative intensities of the dye-laser probe 0-3

before (10) and after (I) the discharge chamber are
determined by photomultipliers whose output currents

are integrated and the resulting voltage digitized. This . .. . .

system allows measurement accuracy of ± 3% In gain/ 0

absorption and ± 7 nsec in time.

Pumping p-terphenyl, PPD, or PBD dyes with either _ ___..._...

a KrF or nitrogen laser provides 10-20-nsec pulses in - . zoo oo sco
the spectral range 3250-3620 A. Well-separated CLOCK TIME (%sac)
vibronic bands have been probed from 4-1 1,1 at 3350 A FIG. 1. Gain in a Xe, F2, He laser discharge at 300 Torr:

(a) XeF 3-0 transition (3359.8 A). The dotted line is an ex-
ponential fit to the tail region. (b) Gain at 3359.8 A with Xe

'"Vork supported by the Office of Naval Research. removed from gas mixture (c) XeF 0-3 laser transition
btPresent address: Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Univer- (3532.8 A). The dotted line Is 0-3 fluorescence. The double

sity of California. Livermore, Calif. 94550. peaks are due to discharge current ringing.
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201 fluorescence decay at - 380 nsec establishes that most
of the excited-state production is completed prior to
the tail region of the 3-0 absorption [Fig. l(a)]. The

1regions of decreased absorption near the peak absorption
in Fig. l(a) are due to increased population in '=3 and

correspond to the gain peaks of Fig. l(c).

Also, note that the gain curve of Fig. 1(c) shows an
initial absorption signal, evidently due to an impurity,
preceding the onset of XeF gain. To assess the extent
of this impurity absorption similar curves were taken
with one of the discharge constituents removed. Figure
l(b) probes a discharge mixture the same as that used

0 2 oo ', s:.I 0 1 00 above, but with the Xe removed. In this curve the dye
TOTAL PRESSURE,P (TOR) laser is centered at the XeF 3-0 transition [same as

Fig. l(a)]. As can be seen, the initial absorption is the
FIG. 2. Dissociation rate of the lowest vibrational level of the same as that of Fig. 1(c). Essentially identical initial
XeF ground state y as a function of total pressure P, holding absorptions in mLxtures containing xenon were obtained
Xe and F, partial pressures fixed. The rates are obtained from at 3487 A (2-5 transition), 3549 A (0-4), and 3564 A
fits such as that of FIg. 1(a). (0-5), as well as at wavelengths where XeF gain is small

or absent (e.g., 3559 A). This indicates that a broad-
band absorber, possibly F', 6 is present in the laser

A run consists of firing the lasers at 5-10-sec inter- discharge, and that the onset of this absorption precedes
vals while sweeping the relative probe delay back and the XeF gain by about 50 nsec. However, Fig. l(b)

forth over the region of interest until three or four shows that this impurity absorption decays away and is
absorptions have been recorded for each 10-nsec time small In the tail region of the 3-0 absorption.
slot. Shot-to-shot variations in the amount of XeF
produced is-the principal source of uncertainty. The Adding a trace amount of Xe to the discharge produces

standard deviation of the population difference, as cal- a weak fluorescence signal almost identical to that of

culated from the absorption, is typically no more than Fig. l(c), indicating that the discharge is not signifi-

15% of the mean. The apparent rise in the absorption in cantly affected by the removal of Xe. No absorption is

Figs. 1(a)-l(c) at very late times is due to scattering detected in discharges of pure He or a He-Xe mi'ture.

of the probe beam by arcs in the discharge. This makes Thus, we can conclude that the tail absorption of Fig.
the data less reliable at higher pressures, where the 1(a) is predominantly due to ground-state XeF.
arching is more severe. The dotted line in Fig. l(a) is an exponential least-

Figures l(a)-l(c) plot gain as a function of time. For squares fit to the tail region which gives the v" = 0 decay

a weak probe the gain is given by ln(1/I), where I/, is rate y at this pressure. Figure 2 shows how the
the measured probe-intensity ratio. The discharge observed rate varies as a function of the total pressure
length is 70 cm. The probe intensity is about 600 W/cm', P when the partial pressures of Xe and F2 are held at
below the saturation level for the conditions of the ex- 6 and 1. 2 Torr, respectively. The error bars reflect
periment. This is evidenced by the fact that 1/10 uncertainty in choosing the end points for the exponential
remains the same for a particular delay when 10 varies fit, i.e., the beginning of the tall region and the point
by a factor of up to 3 during a run. where the scattering effect sets in. A linear fit to these

Figure l(a) shows the time evolution of the probe points gives

absorption with the dye laser centered at 3359.8 A,
the wavelength of the XeF 3-0 transition (B, v' = 3 -X, y(P)-6 3x10-419.9X103 )P sec - (±15%),
v = 0). The gas fill is 6 Torr Xe, 1. 2 Torr F2 with the

with P in Torr. Thus, the v"= 0 decay rate due to helium
balance le to a total pressure of 300 Torr. This
absorption is a direct indication of the XeF ground-state
population, since the population in the V' = 3 level of the The Xe and F2 background pressures, the unstable
excited state is small in comparison to that of the r" = 0 molecular species formed in the high-density plasma,

level in the ground state. Thus, the decay of the absorp- and possibly cold electrons also contribute to the
tion in the tail region reflects the decay of XeF popula- observed decay rate. They account for the residual
tion in the v" =0 level. rate extrapolated to zero helium pressure. Experiments

Before discussing this curve, it is important to that produce XeF from XeF. by photodissociation are in
Bestabl discthatit tl region is free imprty progress to determine dissociation rates in the absenceestablish that the tail region is free from impurity o( a discharge.

absorption and that XeF excited-state production has
ended. The solid curve in Fig. I(c) is the result of A recent parametric study of a similar laser discharge

probing one of the main laser transitions, 0-3, at by Gower, Exberger, Rowly, and Billman' includes
3532.2 A in a discharge with an identical gas fill. (At data on the transient absorption at 3336 A, probed by an
pressures below about 450 Torr the gain has two peaks argon ion laser, which they tentatively assign entirely
because of ringing in the discharge current. ) The dotted to F'. We note that this line falls within the band profile
curve is the corresponding 0-3 fluorescence. The of the XeF 4-0 transition, ' similar to and slightly
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ronger than the 3-0 transition we have used. 4 There- the main XeF laser transitions terminate, and the
re, this data can be interpreted instead along the lines behavior of the XeF ground-state vibrational manifold

:-esented above. The reported7 decay rate slope of as a whole.
3 x 104 sec "1 Torr - 1 with a He buffer is in agreement3t 10r sesult. orStimulating conversations with Mordechai Rokni and

Larry Kline are gratefully acknowledged.
If vibrational equilibration within the ground state is

)preciably faster than the decay measured in our
'periments, then the vibrational-level populations
ipidly tend to a quasiequilibrium distribution. In this
.ase, the observed rate reflects the decay of this dis- 1J. Goldhar, J. Dickie, L.P. Bradley, and L.D. Pleasance,
-ibution, hence the decay of the ground state as a whole. Appl. Phys. Lett. 31. 677 (1977).
, however, vibrational equilibration is incomplete, 2J. Tellinghuisen, G. C. Tlsone, J.M. Hoffman, and A. K.
len the observed rate primarily reflects the dissocia- Hays, J. Chem. Phys. 84, 4796 (1976).
on of the t"' = 0 level. Preliminary results from the 3J. Tellinghuisen, P.C. Tellinghuisen, G.C. Tisone, J.M.
eF. photodissociation experiments on the decay of the Hoffman, and A.K. Hays, J. Chem. Phys. 68. 5187 (1978).

eve showaso tiexponentaonte decay rate 4P.C. TeUinghuisen, J. Tellinghuisen, J.A. Coxon, J.E.
I level show a multiexponential decay with rates Velazco, and D.W. Setser, J. Chem. Phys. 88, 5177 (1978).

*om (1-3)x10' sec'Torr "1, indicating only a partial SA. L. Smith and P.C. Kobrinsky, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 69, 1
luilibration. (1978).

IA. Mandl. Phys. Rev. A 3, 251 (1971).
Further experiments are necessary to determine the TM.C. Cower, R. Exberger, P.D. Rowley, and K.W. Billman,

fetimes of the higher-lying vibrational levels, on which Appi. Phys. Lett. 33, 65 (1978).
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XeF ground-state dissociation and vibrational equilibrationA1
S. F. Fulghum, M. S. Feld, and A. Javan
Department of Physics and Spectroscopy Laboratory. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge. Massachusetts. 02139

(Received 30 April 1979; accepted for publication 29 May 1979)

The time evolution of the population in XeF ground-electronic-state vibrational levels is studied
using a laser-induced fluorescence technique. The results indicate that a quasiequilibrium
distribution is rapidly established within the vibrational manifold and that the dissociation rate of
the molecular ground state as a whole is (1.4±0.3) x 10' sec - ' Torr. -

PACS numbers: 33. 10.Gx, 34.50.Ez

The strongest XeF laser lines are B-X transitions which 3-mm diameter and overlap in the cell. The 1 -mJ ArF pulses
teminate on the u = 2,3, and 4 ground-state vibrational lev- are weak enough to insure that the pressure of XeF and its
els. In order to maintain laser oscillation, a population must dissociation products are small compared to the background
be removed from these levels via collisions with the rare gas pressure. The dye laser pulses have energies of about 20/iJ
buffer. This occurs primarily by VT processes which redis- which is insufficient to saturate the weak transitions probed.
tribute the population among all the vibrational levels. Di- The induced fluorescence is isolated from background flu-
rect removal by collision-induced dissociation is less likely orescence and scatter by a monochromator and then detect-
since the rotationless dissoc: ktion limit is about 3 kT above ed by a fast photomultiplier and oscilloscope. In analyzing
the levels in question. However, after molecules are trans- the data, the induced fluorescence is normalized to the ener-
fered to higher-lying levels by vibrational and rotational gies of both lasers for each shot.
thermalization, they are more easily dissociated. The overall The u = 0 and I levels are probed using the B-X 2-0
dissociation proceeds primarily by such multistep processes. transition (B,v' = 2; X,v" = 0) at 3394 A and the 2-1 transi-

The ground-state dynamics may be studied by monitor- tion at 3417 A, respectively. In both cases fluorescence is
ing the pbpilafions bf the varioLi vsbiafional leels. In'ari Observed 6n'the relativel , strong2-r5transiion it3488 X.
earlier experiment we measured the decay rate of the v' = 0 The dye laser spectral width of J A fits easily into the band
level in a XeF laser discharge using an absorption tech- profiles but is wide enough to sample many rotational levels.
nique. ' The present studies extend these measurements to
the " = 1 level using a laser-induced fluorescence technique
in a passive low-pressure sample cell. The new technique has V
the advantages that the XeF is produced in a time very short 5 T He*

compared to the overall decay rate, that the complications of
a discharge are avoided, and that at low pressures the time
scales of the relaxation processes are extended, making pos-
sible more precise measurements. The major finding, that ,
the V = 0 and 1 decay rates are the same within experimen-
tal uncertainty, indicates that VT processes rapidly establish
a quasiequilibrium within the vibrational manifold. The vi- z
brational populations then decay away together at a single V. I

rate as molecules are dissociated from high-lying levels. 20 TORO He

In the experiments XeF2 vapor is placed in a 1 -cm-long
fused-silica fluorescence cell along with a buffer gas. The
vapor pressure is held at 0.6 Tort by a 0 "C cold trap. A 20- o
nsec ArF laser pulse photodissociates the XeF 2 producing
an initial XeF population, primarily in the excited B state. .
This XeF* rapidly decays via spontaneous emission, creat-
ing an initial ground-state population. After a measured de-
lay, a 20-nsec pulse from a uv dye laser tuned to an appropri- -- v ()

ate B-X transition pumps molecules from a specific lower 20 tORO He

vibrational level back to the excited state. The amount of
:4 induced fluorescence thus produced is proportional to the

population in the level at that time. Its intensity as a function
of time delay gives the time evolution of the population in a
given vibrational level........ _. ____ ______ __.. ..

The ArF and dye laser beams are irised and focused to a 0 2 6 1 '0
TIME DELAY [ICIOSI¢ONOS)

FIG. I. XeF induced fluorescence intensity versus probe delay from XeF
photodissociation. The XeF ground-state vibrational level being probed

"Work supported by the Office ot Naval Research. and the buffer gas pressure are as indicated.
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0 V.0 41LUM The rising sections of the data are not well defined for
t ~0 V. I ELIUM

A V*.I NEON most runs, particularly those at higher pressures. Only for
, the u = I runs with a He buffer could a significant slope of

(4.8 ± 1.5)x 10 sec - ' Torr - ' be extracted (Fig. 2). This
RISE is probably an underestimate of the actual slope because the

- 2 lack of points with short delays causes the fitting procedure
to underestimate YR for the higher-pressure data. The
V "= I runs with Ne showed rise rate slopes close to those

with He buffers and all runs on v" = I had rise rate slopes
-± I/ ,...-"greater than that of the u = 0 runs. A faster initial rise for

" V" = I is expected since single quantum vibrational transi-
S .. .tions are more likely than double quantum transitions, so

ocAY that the population in vu = 0 cannot build up significantly
until the population in v' = I has been established. It should
be emphasized that a single exponential rise rate is only a

0 . ._ . . means of characterizing the data. Preliminary results of a
0 20 40 W0 model which includes VT collisional mixing of all the

BUFFER GAS PqESSURE (TORR ground-state vibrational levels makes it clear that the rise is

FIG. 2. Rates determined by two exponential fits such as in Fig. 1 The composed of several rapid exponentials. The single rate
decay-rate-vs-pressure slopes are u' = 0 with He, 1.68( = 0.15) X 10' should therefore be interpreted as a weighted average of the
sec -Torr - v; - I with He. 1.39( ± 0.33)< IW mse-Torr - ; = actual VT rates.
with Ne, 1.08( ± 065)x lO sec -' Tort - '. The nse-rite-vs-prcssure The simplest possible model of the XeF ground state
slope is " =I with He. 481 _ 1.49)," 104 sec - Torr - ' (and the one used up to now in most laser simulations) em-

ploys a single level with an effective lifetime which is chosen
Figures l(a)-4(c~shaw data for levels u*-= O and-1 with to be consistent with steady -statelaser behavior. T3 under-

a helium buffer. The error bars reflect uncertainties due to stand qualitatively how VT and dissociation processes deter-
electrical noise, photomultiplier noise, and trace widths on mine this effective lifetime, consider a model in which the
the oscilloscope photographs. The general behavior is a rap- ground state consists of two levels, one representing the vi-
id rise followed by a slower decay. The small initial values of brational level on which laser emission terminates, and a
the population are due to the fact that the largest Franck- second lower reservoir level which contains most of the equi-
Condon factors are for transitions which terminate on librium population. All the dissociation occurs from this res-
V = 2,3, and 4. The initial population, produced by the ervoir level since it represents all the other levels in the
XeF* radiative decay is thus concentrated in these levels, ground-state vibrational manifold. Let the downward VT
The rise occurs as VT processes bring the vibrational mani- rate between the two levels be Yv, the reverse rate befYvT,

fold into equilibrium, transferring population to v' = 0 and wheref< I as determined by detailed balance, and the disso-
1. The peak of the v' = 0 curve roughly indicates when ciation rate out of the lower level be y,,. In this model, the
equilibration has occurred. The subsequent decay is due to effective lifetime of the lower laser level is
the loss of molecules through dissociation, primarily from = f -

higher-lying vibrational levels.

The solid curves in Fig. 1 are fits to a two-exponential The first term is the effective lifetime when there is no popu-

curve of the form exp( - YD) - exp( - yt ). The decay rate lation in the other ground-state levels. The second term re-

?' and the rise rate yR' are plotted in Fig. 2 as functions of presents the increase due to buildup of a population in the

the buffer gas pressure. The slopes for the decay rates for other vibrational levels and the resulting return flow into the

= 0 and I with a He buffer are the same to within experi- lower laser level.
mental error, as is required by the existence of a quasiequili- The rate Yd, corresponds to the overall dissociation

brium. This value, 1.4 ( ± 0.3) X 104 sec - ' Torr - ', is in rate rD measured in our experiments. The rate yv- is related

reasonable agreement with our earlier result of I X 10' to the measured yR but should be several times faster since it

sec - 1 Torr - ' from the absorption experiments,' and primarily represents VT processes in higher vibrational lev-

somewhat fas:or than the rate of 6.4 x 10' sec - ' Torr - I els. The detailed balanced factor can be roughly approximat-
reported by Tang, Hunter, and Huestis for a He buffer. I It is ed byf for the levels v' = 3 and v = 0 in XeF, which is

also within the range of the theoretical predictions of Duzy -,0.07. For a I-atm He buffer this gives

and Shui P and Huestis. '
* The decay rate for thev = 1 level using a neon buffer is r ' <(4.8x 10'sec - Tor - '760 Tor ') = 27 nsec.
r • essentially the same as the rate with a He buffer. This is = 0.07 (.4X 10' sec - Ton" - 760 Torr -)

consistent with other studies of collision-induced dissocia- = 7 nsec.
tion in diatomics, which show only a weak dependence on
the mass of the third body. ' Likewise, the VT rates in other These numbers are consistent with effective lifetimes of 12-

diatomic systems have been shown to be relatively indepen- 18 nsec atm, found by fitting single-level models to experi-
dent of the identity of the third body. ' mental data on XeF laser emission. "The estimate of re, is
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further reduced if direct dissociation out of the lower laser 'S.F. Fulghum, I.P. Herman, M.S. Feld, and A. Javn. Appl. Phys. Lett.
level is included. 33, 926 (1978).

The above model is only a first step in understanding 'K.Y. Tang, R.O. Hunter, and D.L. Huestis. presented at the 31st Gaseous
Electronics Conf., Buffalo. New York. 1978 (unpublished).

the influence of VT and dissociation processes on XeF laser 'c. Duzy and V.H. Shui. see Ref. 2.
behavior. Development of a more general multilevel model 'D.L. Huestis. Stanford Research Institute Report No. MP 78-07, 1978.
is currently under way, along with experiments to determine 'W.H. Wong and George Bums, J. Chem. Phys. 62. 1712 (1975).
improved VT parameters. 'M. Rubinson and J.1. Steinfeld, Chem. Phys. 4, 467 (1974).iM. Rokni, J.H. Jacobs. J.A. Mangano, and I.C. Hsta, see Ref. 2.

Useful comments from Larry Kline are gratefully 'T.G. Finn, L.J. Palumbo, and L.F. Champagne, Appi. Phys. Lett. 33, 148

acknowledged. (1978).
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A Multilevel Model of XeF Ground State Kinetics

S.F. Fulghum , M.S. Feld, and A. Javan

ABSTRACT

We present a multilevel model of energy transfer in the
XeF ground electronic state due to collision-induced VT and
dissociation orocesses. The model, whose parameters are based
on experimental results presented here and on other recent
data, should be useful in accurate simulations of outnut
efficiency and multiline laser oscillation in XeF. Effective
lifetimes of individual ground state levels, apolicable to two
level laser models, are determined from the multilevel model.
The effective lifetime of'the primary lower laser level, v"=3,
is determined to be 4 to 6 nsec for a 1 atm He buffer.

Work sunported by NSF and in part by the Office of Naval
Research

Currently with Avco Everett Research Laboratory, Inc.
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Introduction

In the early 1960's xenon was found to form stable

compounds with fluorine, such as XeF 2 , XeFA, and XeF,. The

monohalide, XeF, however, was never isolated and was assumed

to have a repulsive ground state. The emergence of rare gas

monohalides as UV laser candidates in 1974 again focused

attention on XeF. The vibrational and rotational structure

observed in laser fluorescence made it obvious that the

transitions were bound-bound. This structure was analyzed by

Telllnghuisen and co-workers, who determined that the ground
-I

state is indeed bound by about 1200 cm , that it is highly

anharmonic, and that it supports about 10 vibrational levels

(Fig. 1). 3) The molecule is not stable in a practical sense

because the shallow potential well allot-s rapid dissociation

by collisional processes.

The efficiency of an XeF laser is limited by the rate at

which these collisions with a buffer gas remove molecules from

the relatively high lying levels on which the'laser

transitions terminate (v"=2,3,4). Population can be removed

from these levels through collision-induced vibrational

transitions (VT), collision-induced dissociation and by

rotational equilibration, which can carry molecules to

unstable rotational levels above the centrifugal harrier. Our

aim has been to measure these rates directly and to estimate



their effects on XeF laser behavior. We will report our most

recent measurements of the overall dissociation rate of XeF in

a He buffer and the results of a model designed to extract VT

and dissociation rates from the data. Such a multilevel model

of the XeF ground state should be useful in laser simulations

where accurate and detailed results are required.

Experimental Method

The method used is the technique reported previously

in which XeF is produced by the photodissociation of XeF[
(4)

with a.20 nsec ArF laser pulse. This XeF rapidly decays

via spontaneous emission, creating an initial nonequilibrium

population distribution in the electronic ground state,

primarily in levels v"= 2,3 and 4, since transitions

terminating on these levels have the largest Franck-Condon
(3)

factors. After a measured delay, a 20 nsec pulse from a

tunable UV dye laser, tuned to an appropriate B-X vibronic

transition, probes a specific lower vibrational level. The

fluorescence induced by the dye laser is proportional to the

population in the level at that time. The rise of population

in say v"=O, as population flows down fromv"=2, 3 and 4, is a

measure of the VT rates in XeF. The subsequent decay of this

population, after a quasiequilihrium is established, is

determined by both the VT rates and the direct dissociation

rates out of Individual levels. Figure 2 shows the buildup

Iw
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and decay of population in v"=O at various pressures of a He

buffer. The tall of each set of points is well described by

an exponential decay. Figure 3 plots these exponential decay

rates versus pressure, along with a linear fit which gives the

overall decay rate of a system in a quasiequilibrium.

VT and Dissociation Rate Models

These experiments measure the net buildup and decay rates

-of pc.pulation. in a given level in the ground state. The

problem is to extract from these measurements values for

specific rates, such as the VT rate from v"=3 to v"=2 or the

direct dissociation rate out of v"=3. Obviously, there are a

great many such rates and to determine them individually from

a few such measurements is not possihle. The approach taken

is to fit the experimental data with a model which expresses

all of these rates with only a few parameters.

The overall model consists of two parts. One part

describes the VT and dissociation rates of an XeF-buffer

system and uses four parameters. These are the quantities

required to estimate the effects of ground state kinetics on a

laser system. The second part of the model describes effects

particular to this experiment (and absent in a laser plasma)

such as the backcround dissociation due to the XeFa, The

XeF-buffer system will be treated first.

J. -
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The information theoretic anproach of Procaccia and

Levine Is particularly well suited to expressing the VT rates

in a convenient form. It provides a set of "prior" VT

rates using a single rate parameter and the known energy

levels of the XeF molecule. Actual rates are then related to

these prior rates in terms of the "surprisal", a measure of

deviation. This surprisal parameter follows the well-known

"exponential gao rule" which generally indicates that VT

transitions involving large changes in vibrational energy have

a lower probability of occurrence. Thus only two parameters

need to be determined by the experiments to determine all of

the VT rates. The specific form of the VT rate from v"=| to

V"=3 is taken to be: J4I,')

A

where is the energy of the ith level, ,Z(A) is the

modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 2, S;

is the rotational constant of the final state and C. and

are the constants to be determined.

The overall dissociation of XeF Is determined by these VT

rates and by the direct dissociation rate out of each

Individual level. A variation of the Arrhenius equation Is

used to model these dissociation rates. It Includes an

.... ..... ~. ..- d", -'t"



overall rate parameter and a vibrational bias parameter which

allows for a dependence of the dissociation rate on the actual

level of vibrational excitation. The form of the direct,

collision-induced dissociation rate out of level v"=i,

Is thus taken to be:

where E, is the energy of the vibrational level at the peak

of its rotational manifold (J=24+), _. Is the peak of the

rentrifugal barrier for J=24+ and C.. and are the

constants to be determined.

The following set of equations uses the above rates to

describe the relaxation of the vibrational level populations,

N. , in an XeF-buffer system.

Note that once the rate constants are determined by a room

temperature experiment, Eqs. (1) and (2) allow extrapolation

to higher temperatures.

To limit the number of parameters to be varied In the

fits we have fixed X and 0 Rubinson and Steinfeld have

analyzed their extensive data on inelastic collisions of

.-- -. .-,E



with rare gas atoms and find that this data Is well described

by the surprisal model with \ in the range of 2.5 to

4.5. An early calculation by Huestis used the data of

Refs. 6 and 9 and the exponential gap representation with

X. 3 to estimate the role of VT rates and collisional

dissociation on XeF laser behavior. Theoretical

calculations by Duzy a~id Shui, which use a combination of

phase-space theory and semi-classical trajectory calculations,

indicate that X. for XeF and a Ne buffer is between 2 and

3. We choose 2 = 3 for our analysis.

For a given a the overall dissociation rate parameter

can be fixed by assuming that molecules in vibrational

states at the dissociation limit will dissociate at the gas

- 10 3 -1
kinetic rate, which is taken to be 3x10 cm sec . In

addition, since the peak of the rotational manifold (J=24) in

levels v"=8 and 9 is above the centrifugal barrier, these

levels are presumed to dissociate at the gas kinetic rate and

reverse processes from these levels are set equal to zero.

As mentioned previously, in fitting our data two

additional parameters are Introduced to descrihe the effects

of XeF . (These parameters are not used for laser modeling.)

Even though we work at relatively low pressures of XeF.

compared to He, XeF 2 Is still effective In dissociating XeF.

This effect can be seen In Fig. 3, which shows a background

-4 I



rate, primarily due to the XeFa. In the experimental fits

this background rate is modeled by a single overall

exponential decay. The fits to the v"=0 data (Fig. 2) use a
-I v :

background rate of 4.5x10O' sec . The v"=1 data reported

previously CA) (Fig. 4) show a somewhat lower background rate

and are fit with a 2.5xln sec overall rate.

Another effect due to the XeFa_ Is a mixing of the two

lowest vibrational levels. Figure 4 shows the buildup and

decay of population in v"=1 at 5 and 20 Torr of He. Although

the v"=l data rises somewhat faster than that of v"=0, Eq. (3)

predicts an even faster rise rate and a sharper peak for v"=1.

This suggests that, in the experiment, the two levels are

closely coupled, possibly by the near resonance between the

V bending mode of XeF 2 (212 cm ) and the 0-1
-' (3)

vibrational transition of XeF (204 t-4 cm ). To simulate

th.is effect a mixing rate of 1.5x10 sec is included in the

model between levels 0 and 1, which Is approximately the gas

kinetic rate for collisions between XeF and XeF2.

To establish that the background rate is, in fact,

primarily due to XeF., additional data was-taken at a reduced

XeF a pressure. By lowering the temperature of the cold finger
o 0

containing the solid XeFa from 0 C to -1 C, the vapor

pressure was reduced by a factor of 6 to 0.1 Torr. Figure 5

shows data for v"0O with In Torr of He. The solid curve Is

'I
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the result of the model using the parameters from the 0 C fit

(described below) except that the background rate and the 0-1

mixing rate are reduced by a factor of 6. Although the data

Is noisy, It clearly indicates that the XeFa is the primary

cause of the background dissociation.

Fit to Experimental Data

These rates are incorporated into a 10-level model of the

ground state (Eq. 3 with XeF 2 terms added), which can be

solved using numerical matrix methods. The initial population

Is assumed to be equally distributed among levels v"=2,3 and 4

since the Franck-Condon factors into these levels dominate and

C;3)
are roughly equal o The results are not very sensitive to

the particular distribution assumed among these higher levels.

The negative eigenvalue of the rate matrix with the smallest

absolute value is the overall decay rate of the system In a

quasiequilibrium. This overall decay has been measured both

by two exponential fits 4 to the new data (Fig. 3) and by

previous absorption experiments. The minimum eigenvalue is

typically about ten times smaller than the next, giving an

unambiguous overall decay rate. The positive exponentials,

however, are typically quite close together, so that no

individual rate can characterize the rising portion of the

data. This model was fit to the data In Fig. 2 by adjusting

the two free parameters until the peaks were matched as

i t,
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closely as possible, while maintaining a minimum eigenvalue

close to the measured overall decay rate. The solid curves in

Fig. 2 are plots of the final fit using the buffer gas

pressure as the final parameter. The primary parameters used

in the fit are:

-I -

Cv = 1.OxlO cm sec 3

C= 6.lxlP cm sec 3.9

S -\

with the background rate set at 4.5x10 sec and the 0-1

-I
mixing rate at 1.5x10 sec

These results indicate that, with regard to the removal

of population from levels v"=2, 3 and 4, direct dissociation is

as effective or more effective than vibrational relaxation.

Direct dissociation can be faster than VT processes because it

includes both vibrational and rotational energy transfer.

XeF laser behavior can be modeled by supplementing

Eqs. (1)-(3) and the parameters of Eq. (4) with similar rate

equations for at least two upper laser levels, laser pumping

terms, source terms and equations for the 6utput intensities.

Such a model is essential for the accurate estimation of

energy extraction efficiency, and for describing multilevel

processes such as bottlenecking and competition between the

three primary transitions, 0-2, 0-3 and 1-4 (Fig. 1).



Specific examples of laser modeling of this type can be found

In Ref. 7.

Effective Lifetimes

The multilevel model described above may be unnecessarily

complex for some applications. If only the primary

transition, 0-3, needs to be modeled, a two level model may

give fairly accurate results. In this limit the ground state

vibrational manifold is represented by a single level which

decays with an effective lifetime, ' 1_ . This lifetime

relates the steady state population, N ,P In the lower level

to the rate of supply of population, A , into that level,

due to both Stimulated and spontaneous emission:

0

ML

In this case the effective lifetime is simply the inverse of

the total dissociation rate out of the lower level. For the

two level laser model such quantities as laser extraction

efficiency and output power are proportional to

where -C.Is the radiative lifetime of the upper laser

level. T



This simple effective lifetime can be related to the

multilevel model and experimental parameters described above.

In a multilevel system a rate into any one level results in

population flowing into neig~hboring levels also, so that

relating the steady state populations to the constant rates

Into each level requires a matrix. This effective lifetime

matrix can be determined numerically, column by column, by

introducing a unit source term into that particular

vibrational level in Eq. (3). The resulting steady state

populations are the elements of this lifetime mratrix. 'We find

that the diagonal elements dominate, which means that, to a

good approximation, the simple definition of an effective

lifetime is applicable to the higher levels such as v"'=2,3 and

4. For equal rates into these three levels, the equilibrium

populations predicted by the model using the parameters of

Eq. (0) gives

Z74 1.5, ZM(3 4.5, Z:(2) =12.2 nsec atm, (7

where Z?(v") denotes the effective lifetime of the v" level.

Since 0-3 is the primary lasing transition at room

temperature, the value of ZC)wud eteefetv

lifetime most appropriate to use In a two level model of the

XeF laser. Comparisons between two level laser models and

laser models with a ten level ground state vibrational

manifold show good agreement for laser efficiency If a 14 nsec
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effective lifetime Is used in the two level case. This

Indicates \Eq. (6)1 that the finite lifetime of the lower

laser levels decreases the laser extraction efficiency by

ahout 30% at one atmosphere, in reasonable agreement with

calculations based on the multilevel model. These lifetimes,

In themselves, do not preclude steady state or long pulse

lasing at one atmosphere.

Effect of Increased Temperature

There is considerable interest in the increased

efficiency of XeF lasers run at elevated temperatures. Our

models of the VT rates and direct dissociation rates

[Eqs. (1),(2) 1 can be used to extrapolate our room temperature

measurements of these rates to elevated temperatures. At
0

450 C, this gives:

" 4 (4) = 0.5, " S(3) - 1.2, 4(2) = 2.6 nsec amagat. g

Thus, raisin: the temperature to 450 C should increase the

extraction efficiency by about 2n*, at least Insofar as the

effects of increased VT and dissociation rates are concerned.

Since the observed Increase in efficiency is about a factor of

two , most of the increased efficiency should be due to

other processes, such as a decrease In absorption at higher

temperatures. O The multilevel model can be used for
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detailed predictions of the relative intensities of the laser

emission at the primary transitions under these conditions. 7

Error Estimate

Finally, the question of the probable error in these

measurements and models must he addressed. The overall

dissociation rate is fairly well defined now by the two

different types of experiments we have performed.(4"-S) The

value of 9.9(± 2.5)xlO sec Torr is not dependent on the

details of the model we have chosen to represent the

equilibration and dissociation of the ground state. The VT

rate and dissociation rate parameters are not as well defined.

This is due to the difficulty of fitting exponential curves of

this form and the limited data that we have in the rising

portion of the data sets.

In general, the model fits the data quite well at 10, 25

and 45 Torr of He, where the expected rise times are not too

fast. The curve at 95 Torr, however, shows that either the

experiment cannot properly measure rise times of less than

about 300 nsec or that other kinetic proce'sses not considered

In the model occur which slow the rise rate immediately after

the photodissocation of the XeF,. The same effect is seen In

the v"=l data at 20 Torr, where the rise time is again

predicted to be faster. This Is possibly an effect of the

I.
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XeFp background.

A good way to Indicate the practical effects of possible

errors in the parameters is to show how they change the simple

effective lifetimes. The assumption of a mixing rate between

v"=O and 1 increases the rise time of the v"=O population in

the model, which must be offset by a decrease in C. to fit

the peaks. Thus the Cv parameter determined by the fits

could be low by a factor of two or possibly three. Using a
-12. z -I

Cv of 3x1O cm sec and decreasing the direct

dissociation rates to maintain the same overall dissociation

rate gives

' 7 (4) = 1.q, tZ (3) = 6.1, Z7(2) = 15.R nsec atm, (C)

which are reasonably close to the results of Eqs. (7). This

Is not surprising, since the effective lifet4me of-a level,

neglecting the return flow of population from neighboring

levels, is approximately

where 6v Is the total VT rate out of the' level and '" is

the direct dissociation rate out of the level. Increasing

one while decreasing the other tends to leave their sum

unchanged.

. ,-



The overall decay rate from the experimental fit (in the
3 -I -I

absence of XeFa) is 3.25xfl( sec Torr Assuming a faster

- -1 -4
rate of 1xln sec Torr gives Z(3)= 3.9 nsec atm, while a

sloerrae o 65x03 -' -I

slower rate of 6.5x1 3 sec Torr gives '(3)=5.4 nsec atm.

Assuming -- =2 instead of 3 while maintaining a constant VT

rate from v"=O to 1 (to maintain the peak positions) only

changes T (3) to 4.6 nsec atm. The effective lifetime of the

primary lower laser level, v"=3, is thus within the range of [

to 6 nsec atm.

Summary

In conclusion, we have developed a multilevel model of

the XeF ground electronic state vibrational manifold which

includes dissociation and vibrational equilibration rates.

This model has been fit to experimental data to derive rate

parameters which can be used for accurate estimates of XeF

laser extraction efficiency and for modeling aspects of laser

behavior involving more than one transition. Effective

lifetimes for individual levels are derived which can be used

in simpler two level laser models. The temperature dependence

predicted by these models should prove useful in determining

conditions under which laser efficiency is optimized.

- - -
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FIGIFRES

Fig. 1. XeF B and X state vibrational levels and primary
laser transitions.

Fig. 2. Net buildun and decay of population in v"=n with a
He buffer as Indicated by induced fluorescence.
XeFL at 0.6 Torr. Solid curve is the multilevel
model fit.

Fig. 3. Decay rate of population in v"=O from data in Fig. 1
(dots) comnared to data published previouslv
in Ref. 4 (crosses). Slope of linear fit is
9.9 x 1 03 sec7 Torrt.

Fig. 4. Population in v"=1 with a He buffer and XeFa at
0.6 Torr. Solid curve is the multilevel model fit.

Fig. 5. Population in v"=O with a He buffer and XeFa at

0.1 Torr. Solid curve is the multilevel model fit.
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Photopreionization of the 3371-A Pulsed N2 Laser

N. A. KURNIT, S. J. TUBBS, K. BIDHICHAND,
L. W. RYAN, JR., AND A. JAVAN

Abtract-Photopreionization of the 3371-A pulsed N2 laser by use of
a seed gas of low ionization threshold and flashlamp excitation is
observed to result in increased laser output and reproducibility.
Preionization also increases the range of permissible operating pressures,
enabling operation with atmospheric-pressure mixtures of N2 and He
without reduced intensity.

The 3371-A pulsed N2 laser [I I I requires large current densi-
ties (Z.1 kAicm2) and high electron temperature (Z. 5 eV) [21.
In order to operate with sufficiently high E/p to achieve these
values, the N2 laser is typically operated in a transverse discharge
configuration with electric fields of -10-30 kV/cm and pres-
sure of 30-100 torr [31. At higher pressures [41, where large
amounts of energy could be stored and extracted, non-
uniformities in the discharge leading to the formation of arcs
tend to degrade the laser performance.

We have investigated the effect of volume photopreioniza-
tion on the nitrogen-laser performance using a seed gas of low
photoionization threshold and an external flashlamp [5). The
seed gas is used at sufficiently low partial pressure to ensure
that the electron temperature is largely dominated by collisions
with N. molecules. We observe significantly improved dis-
charge uniformity and suppression of arcs over a wide pressure
range, improved reproducibility of both the spatial distribu-
tion and intensity of the laser output, some increase in
permissible operating pressures, including the ability to operate
with atmospheric-pressure mixtures of N2 and He, and an
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increase in average laser power. The method also allows the 0 cm GAP
use of a large-volume N2 plasma (which requires excitation F u
at correspondingly higher total current). This is of importance
in possible realization of a high-energy N2 laser.' ,)-

In the experiments, the nitrogen laser was similar to a design I
described by Small and Ashari [61 in which the current pulse
is produced by a flat-plate Blumlein circuit consisting of two
25X 25-cm capacitors etched on 18-mil-thick double-clad 0 50 100 50 20

epoxy circuit board and charged to typically 16 kV. The (a)
electrodes are 10-mil-thick copper strips soldered along the ,ern GAP
length of the capacitors and edge opposed inside an evacuable 0lucite box. Electrode spacings of 1 cm and 0.2 cm have been a o o.. Iim N2 . He

tested. A single mirror was used at one end of the laser. Since W 0 t
the discharge is pressure confined in this laser, rather than -
confined by dielectric walls as in a number of designs, it is 7".
possible to place a standard Xe flashlamp inside the lucite "
box adjacent to the discharge region. We have utilized a 35-cm- > ;00 60 s c ,^0

long flashlamp placed 1.5 cm from the discharge and pulsed 4 (b)
with typically 1.5 J (0.01 MiF charged to 17 kV) in -5 gs. The : 3s
volume preionization is produced by addition of trace amounts I
of triethylamine [tC 2 1H5 )NJ in a manner similar to that I /.\ cm GAP

reported earlier for the production of large-volume high-density 02,- 1 arm Nz . He

C0 2 -laser plasmas [7]. The flashlamp current pulse is used /
to trigger a spark gap which initiates the laser discharge after 0 'r t
a variable delay of 15-400 gs. The purpose of the photo- -

preionization in this application is only to provide a sufficiently -
uniform initial electron distribution to ensure the creation of 0 00 2C0 30C 4 Co !:a

a uniform plasma when a voltage above avalanche breakdown N2 PRESSUR C-.r)

is applied across the laser electrodes, and hence delay arc tc)
formation beyond the time during which laser oscillation Fig. I. Relative laser energy as a function of N2 pressure for a) pure N:
occurs; thus only a small fraction of the total electron density in 1-cm-gap laser, b) atmospheric-pressure mixture of N2 and He with
need be supplied by the photoionization. I-cm gap, and c) atmospheric-pressure mixture of N, and He in 0.2-

Before the introduction of triethylamine into the laser cm-gap laser. Open circles give output with flashlamp and optimized
medium, it was observed that pulsing the flashlamp had little tnethylamine flow; dots show output with no flashlamp and with
or no effect on the laser characteristics. For pure N2 at low triethyLamine thoroughly purged from system. With atmospheric-

pressures (-- 100 ton-), addition of small amounts of seedant by pressure mixtures there is negligible output in the latter case. Triangles
in (b) show output with triethylamine alone. Error bars indicate

bubbling a small percentage of the laser gas through liquid typical range of fluctuations during a series of 10 consecutive shots.
triethylamine was, even without the flashlamp, sufficient to (Magnitude of fluctuations is relatively constant along most curves.
give a significant improvement in discharge uniformity and as with corresponding decrease in percentage fluctuations near the peak
much as a factor-of-2 increase in output power, to -50 kW in of the curve; in the optimized curve in (a), a further decrease in
a 4-ns pulse. 2 The f"ashlamp gave a further small increase in fluctuations is observed near the peak of the curve.) Note the
laser power and reproducibility. 3  Fig. 1(a) shows a plot of difference in pressure scales; in particular, (b) and (c) are scaled for
relative laser output energy as a function of N2 pressure both the same ratio of field strength to nitrogen partial pressure.
with and without preionization, for a I-cm-wide discharge.
The most significant visual differences occur on the high- pressure side of the curve, where the output without preioniza-

tion becomes strongly arc limited.
A more dramatic behavior is illustrated in Fig. 1(b), which

'A publication which has just appeared in print discusses a different shows the laser output for an atmospheric-pressure mixture of
method in which a photostabilized discharge without the use of a seed N2 and a He buffer 4 as a function of N2 partial pressure, as
gas is used to improve the performance of a UV N2 laser; see V. Hasson, determined from relative flow rates. Here, with no preioniza-
D. Preussler, J. Klimek, and H. M. von Bergnann, "Transverse double- tion the current is concentrated in a few arcs and there is
discharge high-pressure glow excitation of UV lasing action in molecu- negligible laser output, whereas with preionization the output
lar nitrogen," AppL Phys. Lett., vol. 25, pp. 654-656. 1974. is close to that obtained with pure N2 .

2This effect may be attributable to the rapid rate of electron produc- In this case again, triethylamine itself helps to produce a
tion from the low ionization threshold impurity. A similar effect has discharge which gives some laser action, but the laser per-
been reported in a C0 2 -N2 -He laser mixture; see R. L. Schriever, "Uni- formance is greatly improved when the flashlamp is fired
form direct-current discharges in atmospheric-pressure He/N 2 /CO 2 mix-
ture using gas additives," Appl Phy. Letr., vol. 20, pp. 354-356, 1972. shortly before the laser discharge. Delays of more than 50 PS
The laser power is strongly dependent on the fraction of volume between the flashlamp and laser reduce the effectiveness of the
utilized, the current density and rise time, and on whether the double- preionization. The discharge takes the form of a uniform dis-
pass gain is high enough to saturate the transition. tribution of closely spaced streamers as reported in [41, where

3These experiments were performed at sufficiently low repetition rates atmospheric-pressure operation with pure N2 was reported
(- 2 pulses per second) so that the gas has time to be exchanged between
shots. Some increase in reproducibility in such lasers can sometimes
be observed at higher repetition rates, presumably due to some re- 4T. Kobayasi, M. Takemura, H. Shimizu, and H. Inaba have reported
maining background ionization, but for large energy deposition and such operation ("TEA U V nitrogen laser and its application to high
high repetition rates arcing occurs if the gas is not exchanged quickly sensitivity remote pulsed-Raman spectroscopy of atmospheric poliu-
enough; see, for example, R. Targ, "Pulse nitrogen laser at high repeti- tants," presented at the IQEC 7th Int. Quantum Electronics Conf..
tion rate," IEEE I. Quantum Electron. (Corresp.). vol. QE-8, pp. 726- Montreal, P. Q., Canada, May 1972, Paper M.9), but only at higher
728, Aug. 1972. field strengths and with reduced intensity.
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using higher field strengths and faster dielectric switches. It REFERENCES
appears that photoionization should help to stabilize the dis- I H. G. Heard. "Ultra-violet gas laser at room temperature," Nture,
charge in such a TEA laser. The ability to operate at vol. 200, p. 667, 1963.
atmospheric-pressure mixtures of N, and He may in itself [21 a) E. T. Gerry, "Pulsed-molecular-nitrogen laser theory," AppL
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The maximum applied voltage of 16 kV was limited in these b) A. W. All, "A study of the nitrogen laser power density and
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In order to test the laser performance at higher E/p, a similar 1969.

laser with a 2-mm gap was constructed. In this laser, with no [31 (a) D. A. Leonard, "Saturation of the molecular nitrogen second

photopreionization, the discharge was arc dominated at all positive laser transition," AppL. Phys. Lett., vol. 7, pp. 4-6. 1965.
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the gap). Fig. l(c) shows the pressure dependence of the out- [41 1. N. Knyazev, V. A. Letokhov, and V. G. Movshev, "TEA N2 UV
put, again for an atmospheric-pressure mixture of N, and He. laser with reduced spectra," Opt. Commun., vol. 6, pp. 250-252,
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N. Since the discharge does not appear arc dominated even [51 A. Javan and J. S. Levine, "The feasibility of producing laserN2. ihnitrge npressre, the d oe ear oar dowat hplasmas via photoionization," IEEE J. Quantum Electron., vol.
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Sealed multiatmosphere CO 2 TEA laser: Seed-gas
compatible system using unheated oxide catalyst

R. B. Gibson and A. Javan

Department of Physics. assachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge. Massachusetts 02:39

K. Boyer
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. University of California. Los .4lamos. .New Mexico 87544
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A scaled multiatmospheric CO: TEA laser is reported in which recombination of principle discharge
products CO and 0, is induced by recirculating the laser gas mixture through a room-temperature oxide
catalyst bed. No special gas mixtures are required and the catalyst is compatible with at least some

trialkylamine seed gase.

PACS numbers: 42.55.Dk. 42.60.By

Several researchers have reported sealed-off opera- sion lines parallel to the sustaiier electrodes. To the
tion of cw CO 2 lasers. These systems have all used normal laser mixture is added a sma'l quantity of a
esoteric gas mixtures or have depended on catalytic seed gas which photoionizes easily in the weak uv dis-
action at electrodes or hot platinum wires or a combi- charge to produce the requisite initial electron density

nation thereof. 1- 3 
Recently, sealed TEA lasers have (0 108 cm') needed to assure uniformity of the succeed-

also been described, successful operation of which ing self-sustained discharge.

depends again on critical gas mixture. S Use of such
lasers over a wide range of operating conditions or when Among the most common seed gases used :n the pasthave been the trialkylamines. A drawback of most of
optimization of characteristics other than lifetime is

these is eventual decomposition and polymerization.
solid and liquid products of which tend to coat window

reported a TEA laser system in which a normal CO, and electrode surfaces. This problem is avoided in
laser mixture is pumped through a closed loop contain-

ing he ase, a eatd (-> 20'C be of latnumthis laser by using trimethylamine, (CH3)3N, as theing the laser, a heated (>0250tC) bed of platinumsedgsaacoenrtnof-.1.Tug

catalyst, and a cooling coil to return the gas to room
Such external control of gas chemistry (CH 3 )2 N has the highest ionization potential (7. 92 eV)

and smallest uv absorption cross section of the triallk,-
permits greater flexibility in the laser mixture compo-
sition and operating conditions than previous schemes. obec-

tionable products have been obser-;ed in several hundred
In this letter, we report a closed-cycle CO TEA hours of flow-through operation involving 10 -0" shots.

laser system similar to Willis but in which a room-
temperature catalytic reaction is used to permit sealed- reinatio of the O and sysdem in phepis-

off operation over a wide range of pressures, mix- charge is encouraged in the sealed system by pumping
tures, and operating conditions without the prodigious the lae gas troga be of oter nOsa

heating and cooling requirements inherent in precious 401 CuO, and trace quantities of other oxides), a
common commercial catalyst Ion, used mn gas masks,

metal catalysis. In addition, the system described has
been found to be compatible with at least one "seed" mines, chemical plants, etc. , to oxidize CO. (Other

used to aid photo- oxides and oxide combinations may also work. ) While
preionization in double -discharge lasers , the mechanism by which this reaction occurs is more

complicated than a simple oxidation-reduction process

It is generally agreed that the primary impediment to and is not thoroughly understood (see Brittan et al. 13

sealed laser operation is dissociation of CO, in the for a good discussion), it is known that the reaction
discharge i.3-t1: rate is primarily dependent on CO partial pressure,

PCo. 14.15 A first-order approximation is adequate for

2 DISO4A.O CO- O2. present purposes:

In cw lasers, power output falls with the declining d
partial pressure of CO-. t

2 
In TEA lasers, the build-up d o

of 02 in the cavity leads to arc formation after a few
hundred shots and typically renders the laser useless Since 02 adversely affects the discharge while even a
after -103 shots. The rate of 02 formation may be as few percent CO has no significant effect,5 

it is hiehlv
high as 0. 1-:/shot but is typically an order of magni- desirable to have more CO than 0, in the system at any
tude less.deialtohv nrCOta0,ithsytmtay

one time. Approximately 0. 5 r not critical) CO is
The laser used in these experiments has an active added to the laser gas mixture to ensure a high reaction

volume of 15 ml, can be operated at any pressure up to rate. Without the extra CO, the reaction is so slow as

17 atm, and is normally pumped at - 200 J 1-1 atm. ' to be ineffective in this application. Taylor ct al.
Preionization is initiated by uv generated from dis- first tried hopcalite in a cw laser but unsuccessfully,
charging -150 mJ into each of two segmented transmis- probably for this reason.
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LASEq Zav- the same gas mixtures as for flow-through operation
except for the addition of CO as previously described.

-" N-l - Mixtures vary- widely according to application. Maxi-

c~uM I-
-  mum repetition rate depends on amount of catalyst and

LNE I__ pressure. A 1-Hz rate can be sustained at I atm wth

L , as as little as 0.6 g of catalyst. Rates over 10 Hz have

coL NG been sustained at 5 atm with 10 - in the loop. No
,ArER deterioration in performance of the laser is noted after

_____' _ _ -101 shots and there is no evidence of reaction between
catalyst and the seed -,as as there is in hot platinum.

SEr
DUMP

FIG. 1. Schematc of sealed CO, laser gas recirculat.'on sys-
tem. Total system volume s 1 1. Nimp is metal bellows type
with a pos-tive displacement of 1 1 sec-! .

The sealed system is shown schematically in Fig. I.
sti.J. Witteman, App. Phys. Let. 1a, '-27 ,19,;.7).The ranular catalyst odF.M. Taylor, A. Lombardo, and W. C. Eppers, AppI. Phys.

copper tube and immobilized at each end by a fine Let. ii, S i1967).

copper screen and a loose glass wool dust trap. Another 3A. L.S. Smith and P.G. Browne, J. Phys. D 7, 1652 31)74).
section of the tube is surrounded by a tap water coil. 'D.S. Stark, P.H. Cross, and II. Foster, IEEE.T. Quantum
This adequately cools the gas. compensating for com- Electron. QE-I1, 771 (1973).
press.on heatinit in the pump. The catalyst bed runs H. Shields, A.L.S. Smith, and B. Norris, J. Phys. D 9,

13587 176).
-20 C above ambient temperature because of the latter 4C. Willis, R.A. Back, and J.G. riurdon, Appl. Phys. Len.
effect but this slightlv elevated temperature is unneces- 31, S4 k1977).
sary to proper catalyst operation. nJ.S. Levine and A. Javan, Appl. Phvs. Lett. 22, 35 (1973).

3E. Morikawa, J. Appl. Phys. 48, 1229 kl977).
To function proper',,;, the cata'yst must be reasonably -J..M. Austin, A.L.S. Smith, and P.O. Browne, Phys. Lett.

dry. Should it become contaminated vith water vapor, A 46, 427 1074).
heating under vacuum restores its activity to original 10A. L.S. Smith and -1.M. Austin, J. Phys. D 7, 314 a974).

levels. This procedure is also routinely employed 1J. Freudenthal, J. Appl. Phys. 41, 2447 1.1970).lR.J. Carbone, IEEE J. Quanim Electron. QE-3, 37:
after any exposure tc air. Ordinary commercial gases t1937).

are used in our experiment without special precautions IM.i. Brittan, H. Bliss, and C. A. WaLker, AIChE J. 16, :20.
to ensure dr'ness. (1970).

'J. A. Almquist and N. C. Bray, T. Am. C'.em. Soc. 45, 2305The system described is operated from below atnmo- 31023).

spheric pressure to 5 atm the limit of the pump) using ! \V.E. Kuentzel, J. Am. Cbiem. Soc. 52, 437 ilO0).
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STUDY OF RELAXATION PROCESSES IN

He 2 USING PULSED DYE LASER TECHNIQUES

by

Ricardo Francke

Submitted to the Department of Physics in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

ABSTRACT

The technique of laser-induced fluorescence using a
pulsed dye laser has been applied to study processes in
ground and excited trioet states of molecular helium. The
technique is simple and generally applicable. In the present
work it was used to study the formation and quenching of the
ground triplet state He (a3 +u) = He2m and the relaxation
processes of the He2 (e 3 .g).

In the exzerL-ent, a pulsed discharge in He is used to
produce different excited species, some of which become He
which is then cuenched by di fferent mechanisms. in order to
study the formation and decay of He z , the electrical pulses
were made purposely short, so the species of interest are
created after the gas discharge. A nitrogen laser pumped dye
laser was used to excite the a u(v,N) -'e 3 ig(v,N') k=4630
vibronic transitions of He in the afterglow of' the gas dis-
charge. The excitation was measured by monitoring the fluore-
scence emitted from the e-7 level of He 2. The detection
system consisted of an optigal system to collect light, and a
monochromator followed by a cooled photomultiplier. The mono-
chromator used as a filter is necessary to isolate the laser
induced fluorescence from the noise of the discharge. The
signal to noise ratio was further increased by using a gated
integrator with an adjustable gate aperture time. A scanning
device was incorporated into the system which varies the delay
between the dye laser pulse and the helium discharge. In
this way all the time evolution of Hem was obtained in one
single scan. The high intensity and the short pulse of the dye
laser (6 nsec FW1-4) acted as a delta function excitation of the
upper level. These featres of this laser sLmplified the
detection and data analysis of relaxation processes of the upper
level beinc populated.

-. 9 '



It was found that under the conditions used here, He, is
produced during the first 400 isec of the afterglow from
excited helium atoms. Also the formation rate of He 2m
coincides with the destruction rate of He+ through transforna-
tion to He,+ and dielectronic recombination. This model also
explains the variation of peak current during the glow with
peak population of He 2M. Furthermore, it also accounts for
the time evolution of HeY m. The rate of formation of HeYm
from He+ was found to be (2.20:0.40) times the concentration
of He+. Of course the formation of He m from He+ could involve
many other intermediate steps. In the experLmental conditions
of this work, other mechanisms that produce He,;m are found to
make very small contributions to the formation of He,.

The main loss mechanism of He m is diffusion to-the walls.
Another loss mechanism is electron cuenching. The v=l. state
was found to be cuenched faster than v=0. The first one has a
rate of (9.00_2.90)xl0-cm3/sec, while the v=0 has a rate of
(2.2_-0.70)x0 - cm3 /sec. The dependence of this quenching
rate on the vibrational cuantum n=mber was seen h _re for the
first time.

It was also found that the lifetime "t" of the e'c state
is given by !/7 = [37.22-3.5+(4.30=:.20)p]lbOsec - I where "
is the pressure in torr. It was also found that a collisioi
of an excited molecule with a helium atom could change the
electronic state of the molecule. This collision transfer
allqwed me to measure the radiative lifetime of the ez ,

l " u and f Uu states as being 27:6, 53:5, 27:6, and
40_± nsec, respectively. The collision transfer rate from the
e31_ to the d 3 :-, 3 u and fU-u was measured as being
(6.50-1.39)x!0l , (1.00:0.23)106 and (22.6:5.2)10' sec-'torr -'
respectively. The collision transfer rate from the e 37 to
the f 3_+ was found to be extremely fast and such that it
pressures above 3 torr the two levels were in thermal equili-
briur. This rate was determined as being over 30xl06 sec-'torr- -.

Ratios of Franck-Condon factors between the e3a and a3 +u
states were measured as a0/q0=21.1 and qll/q129.LO.39,

Thesis Supervisors: Ali Javan and Michael S. Feld
Title: Professors of Physics



XeF G G U7 ST.ATE .nISSCCIATICN

A.' V1RA I AL Et ILLDPATION

by

STEPH EM FrEDERICK FULGHtIM JR.

Submitted to the Department of Physics on 4 October 1979
in partial fulfill,-,ent of the requirements

for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

ABSTRACT

The XeF molecule is unusual among the rare gas
monohalides in that it has a bound ground electronic state.
The potential ..,ell is about 1200 cm -  deep, highly anharmonic
and supports anout 10 vibrational levels. The molecule is
rapidly dissociated by collisional processes. This thesis
reports the determination of the dissociation and vibrational
equilibration rates of XeF in rare gas buffers.

Two types of experiments have been performed. The first
uses an absorption technicue to measure the overall
dissociation rate of XeF formed in a Xe, F?, and He discharge
at pressures of from about 100 to 1000 Torr. The second
experiment uses a laser induced fluorescence technique to
measure overall dissociation rates of XeF formed by the
photodissociation of XeFL vapor by an ArF laser pulse in rare
gas buffers at pressures of from 0 to 100 Tort. The rates

measured by the two experiments are essentially identical at
9.9 (-2.5)x10: sec-' Torr -' for a He buffer. The second
experiment also allows the determination of a characteristic
vibrational equilibration rate. The XeF is rapidly produced
in a nonthermal distribution, primarily in high lying
vibrational states, and the approach of the v"=0 and 1 levels
toward a quasiequilibrium is monitored.

These rates are characteristic of the vibrational
manifold as a whole. Microscopic VT rates and individual
direct dissociation rates out of each level are determined by
fitting a 10-level model to the exerimental data. The VT

I -l i~l:"-
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r3tes are modeled using a prior rate and a linear surprisal
_;iven .., the information theoretic approach of Levine and

cC-worKers. The dissociation rates are modeled with a

variation of the Arrhenius equation which includes a

surprisa1-like parameter in the pre-exponential term. This

allows for variations in the dissociation rate which depend

so)ecifically on the vibrational level in question.

This model is used to simulate an XeF laser in order to

study the effects of the experimentally derived rates on laser

efficiency and the competition between the various laser

transitions. It is found that the finite lifetime of the

ground state decreases the efficiency of an atmospheric XeF

laser by about 30', in the quasi-C.4 limit.

Thesis jointly supervised by:

Ali Javan, Francis Wright Davis Professor of Physics

Michael S. Feld, Professor of Physics
Director, Spectroscopy Laboratory
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CHARGE EXCHANGE PROCESSES INVOLVING HIGHLY STRIPPED

IONS GENERATED FRO.4 LASER PRODUCED PLASUAS

by

JULIUS GOLDHAR

Submitted to the Department of Physics on January 14, 1976,
in partial fulfillment of the Requirements for the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy.

ABSTRACT

Experimental study of charge transfer betw,.een highly
stripped ions and noble gas atoms was conducted. The ions were
generated from laser produced plasmas. One and two electron
transfer to C 3 , C+ 4 , and C+ 0 was observed. Aluminun and silicon
ions were also generated and charge exchange cross-sections for
them were measured. The hot plasma was generatea iv focusing the
output of the CO2 oscillator-ammlifier laser system. 100:Th7 pulses

4 of ten nanosecond duration was used.

Large cross-sections observed for some collisional reac-
tions indicate that resonant two-electron transfer processes play
a~n important role in charge transfer.

Thesis Supervisor: Ali Javan

Title: Professor of Physics
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY USING A TUNABLE LASER

by

Michael Guerra

Submitted to the Department of Physics on February 11, 1976
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for

the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

ABSTRACT

A low field permanent magnet spin-flip Raman laser was
designed and constructed. Using tapered pole pieces and a

moveable platform, it was possible to vary the field of the
permanent magnet. The frequency of the spin-flip laser was
stabilized by locking it to a passive Fabry-Perot cavity.
This system was utilized to do high resolution multi-photon
spectroscopy in nitrix oxide.

A novel use was made of a waveguide with flared ends to
provide high intensity fields and eliminate diffrations
limiting effects for the two photon work. A number of materials
with different configurations were tested and the transmission
results are given. It was found that a .6mm bore and 60cm long
Pyrex capillary with flared conical ends gave 60% transmission
at 5.3 microns..

Some basic theory of two-photon Doppler free spectroscopy
is discussed and its relation to laser induced line narrowing
effects is pointed out.

A narrow Doppler free two-photon resonance is observed for
the J=12.5 v=O - J=14.5 v=2 transition in NO. The width of the
resonance being 12MHz (FWHM) as compared to the Doppler width
of 128 MHz. Its magnitude is shown to be in good agreement
with that predicted by theory.

In addition, a series of stepwise excitations are used
to study the position and A-splitting of several different J
lines in the first hot band of NO. From the measurements of
the absolute frequencies of these lines, it is found that the
band edge of the 2-0 transition in NO lies at 3724.100±.003 cm-1 .
This represents a shift downward of 540 MHz from the previous
reported value. From this, the first anharmonic vibrational
constant is found to be weXe = 13.964±.015 cm- .

I q
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The A-doubling values are used to measure the vibrational
dependence of the pA constant and its value is found to be
given by PA = 176.15-1.358±.53 MHz. This is the first experi-
.mental measurement of a vibrational dependence for the
A-doubling constants in any system. It is shown that this
value is in good agreement with a very simple approximation
proposed by Van Vleck.

Thesis Supervisor: Ali Javan
Title: Professor of Physics
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I.VESTiG7.TICN OF-,, I.T... OPTICAL PE-':...

IN REsO . " ... T !EDIA

by

SIAVOSji ;OSKFEGH kADANI

Submitted to the Department of Physics on January 15, 1976

in partial fulfillment of the recuirements for the

degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

ABSTRACT

Transient coherent phenomena are investigated in this
thesis by means of studying

a) The evolution of the enveloce of short duration (2-40nsec)
N2 0 laser pulses in resonant NH3 absorber for a variable

number of absorption lengths (aL,<4). Zero degree pulses

.(f (z,t)dt=O) are observed to propagate with enhanced

transmission for both short-duration low intensity pulses
and lonaer pulses of intensity sufficient to allow obsc-
vation of optical nutation effects. The reshaping of
pulses which contain a ranid amplitude or phase variaicn
is observed to result in pulses of subnanosecond duration.
A rapid phase reversal gives rise to amolification for
times comparable to the transverse relaxation time.

b) The evolution of the envelope of short-duration (2-4Onsec)
CO2 laser pulses in a low pressure (',5 Torr) CO2 amoli:ier

in the linear regime for a variable number of cain lenat.s
(aLX7). Single pulses qrow considerably in duration as
well as amplitude in agreement wizh theoretical consider-
ations. Analysis of the observed pulse evolution is used to
obtain experimental values for the transverse relaxation
parameter T2 and the number of gain lengths aL in agree:t
with values obtained by other methods. Zero decree pu
are observed to terminate much of the long tail which ocurs
in single pulse amplification. Off-resonant amolifica:ion
of short duration pulses is shown to lead to dramatic ch,-n-
in the zero-degree oulse evolution. Numerical calculaticns
relating to the use of these techniques in the nonline.r r-
gime for high pressure CO. aplifiers are also zres!nnez.

f v
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c) The prontcrtics of zocu::icn inve-rsion by optical
Adiabatic Rapid Passace (ARP) using laser saturation
spectrcscoov technicues. In these investig-ation3, a
direct attempt to measure T1 in the time domain for an

infrared transition in Nii 3 s underta.ken. The popu-

lation change produced by sweeping the frequency of a
strong saturating N120 laser field through the center of

a Doppler-broadened absorption line is probed by a weak
counterpropagating field as in a Lamb-dio experiment.
When the ARP conditions are satisfied, inversion of popu-
lation is detected as amplification of the probe wave
near the line center. As the inverted population relaxes
to equilibrium, the amplification decays back to the un-
saturated absorption with a time constant given by TI.

The pressure dependence of this decay below 40 mTorr is
measured to be m P=24.3(:sec.mTorr) indicating that

TI= 3.6 T . The results are discussed in terns of molecu-
lar dipole-dipole interactions, responsible in NH for th2

collision-induced decay of the polarization as well as th r
of the population inversion.

Thesis Suoervisor: Ali Javan

Title Professor of Physics
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LASER-INITIATED CHEMICAL REACTIONS

OF NO 2 AND RELATED

KINETIC AND SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES

by

IRVING PHILIP HERMAN

Submitted to the Department of Physics in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in April 1977.

ABSTRACT

Experiments are described in which electronically
excited NO 2 is observed to react with CO, to form NO and CO 2,
at a rate many orders of magnitude faster than the associated
thermal reaction. In addition, an exploratory spectroscopic
analysis of NO 2 using infrared-optical double resonance (IODR)
is reported.

In the reaction studies NO is excited to the 2B elec-
tronic state by either a cw argon-ion laser or a cw Rhogamine
6G dye laser. The room temperature-gas phase mixture (-. few
torr) then reacts and the distilled CO 2 product concentration
is subsequently measured by laser-induced fluorescence with a
CO 2 laser.

The technique of CO 2 laser-induced fluorescence (with
10.6 p excitation and 4.3 V fluorescence) is described in
detail. It is discovered that fluorescence from the CO pro-
duct ( . m torr) increases by an order of magnitude witA the
addition of argon at 1 torr. This buffer prevents rapid CO 2
diffusion to the walls and provides a linear calibration of
fluorescence intensity versus CO 2 concentration.

Using this technique, and previously measured relaxati-on
rates, the determined reaction rate constant with 4880 A
excitation is kR = 3.2 + 1.2 x 10-15 cc/molecule-sec. The
observed dependences on laser intensity and reactant concen-
tration are in agreement with a proposed mechanism in which:
NO 2 * + CO - NO + CO is the main step. Other possible
mechanisms are foung to disagree with experimental evidence.
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k is found to smoothly increase by a factor of 10 as
the exciting wavelength is decreased from 6125 A to 4579 X.
This behavior is compared to a model in which RRK theory
predicts reactivity and a step-ladder model describes relaxa-
tion. The observed activation energy, - 1.7 ev, appears to
be 0.4 ev higher than the thermal energy barrier.

In the exploratory excited-state IODR study, resonances
are unexpectedly observed at each pair of argon-ion laser
(multimode) and CO2 laser wavelength employed. Detection is
by infrared laser-modulated visible fluorescence. This
fluorescence is found to be partially blue-shifted from the
3xciting wavelength. Narrow 1 GHz resonances are observed
as a function of the visible laser single mode frequency (at
fixed infrared wavelength) amidst a non-zero background.

The CO laser is also used as a spatial probe of NO *
diffusion. This study indicates that the NO2 * states invoIved
in IODR have radiative lifetimes ("s 0.6 W sec) much shorter
than "bulk" one photon fluorescence (, 75 p sec).

Most wavelength pairs lead to an increase in fluorescence.
However, the 4880 R - R(12) 10.3 p pair instead leads to a
decrease, thereby suggesting that the hitherto unobserved 2
electronic state is being excited.

These investigations indicate that the infrared trans-
ition in IODR occurs from a level closely collision-coupled to
the directly laser-excited state.

Thesis Supervisor: Ali Javan
Title: Professor of Physics
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LINESHAPES OF NARROW DOPPLER-FREE SATURATION

RESONANCES AND OBSERVATION OF ANOMALOUS

.ZEEMAN SPLITTING ARISING FROM ROTATIONAL

MAGNETIC MOMENT IN 1Z CO 2 AND N 20 MOLECULES

by

Michael James Kelly

Submitted to the Department of Physics on February 20, 1976 in

partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy.

ABSTRACT

Several experiments are described which extend the possi-
bilities of performing high resolution nonlinear laser spec-
troscopy by utilizing Doppler-free standing wave saturation
resonances (SWSR). Theoretical lineshape calculations are
performed on two and three level systems. The resulting line-
shapes are then fitted to experimental data.

The lineshape of a three level :vstem with two closely
spaced levels interacting with a weakly saturating plane
standing wave laser field is derived. It is shown that this
lineshape can be considerably simplified before it is
compared to the experimental data.

Using the rate equation approach, the lineshape of a two
level system interacting with a strongly saturating standing
wave field is calculated. This calculation includes a deri-
vation of the 30% theoretical maximum depth of the saturation
resonance observed in fluorescence. This lineshape is aver-
aged over a Gaussian intensity distribution and yields a
closed form solution. This solution permits the derivation.
of an expression for the half-width at half-raximun (HtHM)
which is not limited to third- or fourth-order t
theory. Hence, this expression contains -h *2:-.

saturation broadening. The intensity averagea n .

- - --
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the interesting property that it predicts anomalous line
narrowing at low pressure.

The design features of a highly stable 4-rod laser, useful
for precision spectroscopy, is presented. The laser structure
can be operated as eirher a CO2 or N20 laser. It oscillates on
several hundred transitions in the 9-,10-, and 11-micron bands.
Also, the development of a large area (2 cm x 2 cm) liquid
helium cooled Cu:Ge detector with a cold filter which has a
S/N comparable to InSb is presented.

A study of feedback effects on C02/N20 laser stability
demonstrated that feedback can effect the laser cavity power
by as much as ±10% without producing any measurable frequency
pulling effects. Several techniques of feedback isolation
were investigated. The technique of misaligning the standing
wave mirror was shown tL produce a 35 kHz per mrad broadening
of the MTHM of a saturation resonance.

Collision- and power-broadening measurements of C02 and
N20 fluorescence saturation resonances in the 0 to 70 mTorr
region are presented. The slope of the collision-broadening
data in this region varies from 6 to 16 kHz/mTorr. The data
indicates that the transit time is not responsible for the
anomalous line narrowing observed at low pressures. A fivefold
reduction in the linewidth of these resonances is achieved.
The experimental results demonstrate that there are no barriers
which would prevent the use of these narrow Do pler-free
fluorescence resonances in future clock applications.

The observation of Zeeman splitting of excited vibrational
states of CO2 (1000,0200,0001) and N20 (1000,0001) using the
SWSR technique is reported. Observation of the small Zeeman
splitting (%60kHz/kG) in these 1E molecules is made possible by
the narrow linewidth obtained by this technique. The existence
of hundreds of lasing transitions in CO2 and N20 enables invest;-
gation of molecular g-factors across the whole vibrational band.
The anomalous Zeeman effect resulting from the small difference
in the g-factors of the two levels ( i-2%), due primarily to
molecular vibration, produces a large difference in the observed
lineshapes for P- and R-branch transitions. Experiments with
linearly and circularly polarized light determine g and %g to be:
C02 , 10-micron band, g=-0.053±0.003, Ag=0.00100±0.00006; C02, 9-
micron band, g -0.052±0.003, Ag=0.00100±0.00006; N20, 10-micron
band, g=-0.077±0.008, Ag=0.00077±0.00008 where the magnitude of

4the lower level g-factor is greater than the magnitude of the
upper level g-factor.

Thesis Supervisor: Ali Javan
Title: Professor of Physics
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DETERMINATION OF VELOCITY DEPENDENCE

OF COLLISION-BROADENING CROSS SECTIONS

USING ATUA 'ION S-PECROSCOPY

by

Arthur Thomas Mattick

Submitted to the Department of Physics on August 25, 1975 in

partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy.

ABSTRACT

The technique of laser saturation spectroscopy was emoloyed
to observe narrow saturation resonances in NH gas at room
temperature due to molecules having prescribed velocity compo-
nents v. along the laser propagation direction. Velocity
selection was achieved by using two counterpropagating fields
having different frequencies to saturate and probe the gas, and
in this way it was possible to measure the velocity dependence
of collision broadening of the v9[asQ(8,7)] transition over a
range of mean NH 3 velocities of 0.8 to 2.1 times the average
thermal velocity, or a corresponding temperature range of 2000
to 12000 K.

An acoustooptic modulator was utilized in the experiment
for frequency-shifting the output of an N20 laser to generate
saturating and probe fields having different frequencies.
Ammonia self-broadening and xenon broadening was measured at
pressures below 100 mTorr for molecules with v_=0 (Lamb dip)
and for five non-zero velocities. The self-broadening coeffi-
cient exhibited a small velocity dependence consistent with
that expected for a dipole-dipole intermolecular force. The
increase in the linewidth of about 14% between v,=0 and
Vz=l.2x10 5 cm/sec could be attributed to additional shorter
range forces.

Xenon broadening showed an increase in the linewidth of
more than 50% over the same range of selected velocities. The
measured broadening coefficient of 7.2 MHz/Torr for xenon
broadeninq wa-- 5 times larger tha. predicted b%
only phase-changing and inelastic collisions. Both the observed

I : 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~-. n ,u -. I i -,.-
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velocity dependence and the large broadening coefficient were
accounted for in terms of velocity-changing collisions.

A theoretical investigation was made of the influence of
level degeneracy and crossed polarizations for the saturating
and probe fields on the saturation resonance lineshape. The
expressions obtained for the lineshape in the limit of small
saturating field intensities (rate equation approximation)
were used to determine the T, relaxation rates for self-broad-
ening and xenon broadening from the measured !inewidths and the
heights of the saturation resonances.

The saturated absorption method was also used to observe
the previously unresolved hyperfine structure of the v2 [asQ"8,7)]
transition in NH 3 . By comparina the splitting of the hyperfine
components with that observed for the microwave inversion
transition in NH 3 , the hyperfine quadrupole interaction was
found to be 17:i0% stronger in the excited v2 state than in the
ground state.
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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a study of the vibrational and rotational relaxations
of D20 and the spectroscopy and optical pumping of the ' band of D20.
The relaxation studies are the first room-temperature measurements of
either vibrational or rotational relaxation of D20. Among the spectro-
scopic results are precise frequency measurement, a value for the
dipole moment matrix element, and measurement of the collisional

broadening coefficient.

The relaxation measurements were performed with a pulsed CO2 laser
resonantly exciting one of the rotational-vibrational transitions of the
000-010 absorption band; the resultant changes of the rotational-
vibrational level populations and the time evolution of these changes
back to the equilibrium state were observed by means of a low power
CW CO2 laser probing a number of resonant transitions in 000-010 and
010-020 absorption bands. This procedure yielded the deactivation
rates of the D20 (010) vibrational state due to self-collisions and to
collisions with a number of buffer gases. The self-deactivation is
measured to be 1.0 O-Torr and the buffer gas deactivation ranges from
1.2 Is-Torr for H20 to 600 s-Torr for 02.

i addition, there is an observation of an exceptionally long
rotat- nal relaxation time in a high-lying rotational level of the
D2 0 (010) state when the probe is set to the 9R36 C02 laser line. The
measured thermalization rates of this level due to self-relaxation
and collisions with buffer gases are found to range from a value of
100 vs-Torr for collisions with Argon to 0.4 Ls-Torr for self-
relaxation. The thermalization rate for a low-lying D20 (000) rotational
level is also reported and found to be in the typical range of
0.035 ;s-Torr.

For the above measurements, it is necessary to have spectroscopic
information on the vj band of D 20. To this end, a number of absorp-
tion resonances in the 0on band of D20 in near coincidence with CO_
laser lines are detected and their spectroscopic assignments identified.
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Acousto-optic modulation is used to tune the 9 om R(22) line of the CO2
laser into coincidence with the 000,53 3-010,42 , DO transition (the
center frequency of this line is measured to be 1079.8628 cm-1 ; the line
width (HI[) due to collisional broadening is 15 >Mz-Torr-).

Optical pumping is used to induce strong laser emission at new
submillimeter wavelengths providing new laser sources at far-infrared
frequencies and confirm the transition assignments.
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